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Abstract
An innovative attempt to develop formal techniques of specication, proof, and program ex-
traction in geometric modelling is reported through the axiomatization of the mathematical model
of the combinatorial maps in the calculus of inductive constructions (CIC), a variety of type
theory well suited for mechanizing mathematics in higher-order logic. A hierarchical specication
of ordered sorts is presented and validated by inductive proofs of consistency and completeness
in the Coq system, a prover built on CIC. Automatic extraction of functional algorithms from
constructive proofs is investigated through the development of a prototype. Classical diculties
in formal specication and theorem proving { like cohabitation of objects with their general-
ization in the same hierarchy, smooth handling of subtyping, completion of partial relations or
objects, observationality vs. constructivism, and symmetry of relations { are addressed, not only
at the formal specication and theorem proving level but also from the prototyping viewpoint.
Geometrical modelling issues are thus solved in a new and unquestionable fashion, giving a
great insight on the domain and a deep understanding of the model. A methodology of formal
program development that could apply to other areas of computer science is then proposed.
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1. Introduction
Up to a few years ago, mathematically based methods for computer scientists were
mainly used in life critical areas where error often means disaster. Since then, other
domains have been touched by these promising methodologies. There is now a growing
enthusiasm for formal methods among industrial and research organizations in order to
validate error-free specications, designing this way reliable systems and meeting for-
mal requirements engineering [8]. The motivations are clear. A formal specication is
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an abstract point of view of a complex system that leads to a comprehensible, commu-
nicable, minimal, complete, rigorous and meaningful implementation-independent de-
scription of the components and of the behavior of this system [29]. Since it is written
in a mathematical notation, machine-aided checks are possible and critical questions
such as soundness of the axiomatization, equivalence of two concepts and termina-
tion of a program, may be posed and answered. Moreover, proofs are of great help
to understand why such dubious property is eventually correct, or under which cir-
cumstances such trivially false result becomes true. Finally, formal techniques allow
the design of large and ecient software through the development of certied proto-
types.
Quite surprisingly, little work has been done in formalizing graph theory. Graphs,
especially when they are planar, are dicult to axiomatize because they are most of
the time intuitively handled. Moreover, it is a typical eld of discrete mathematics
where proofs of signicative properties tend to be long and hairy. This paper thus
reports the use of some formal techniques of specication, proof and program ex-
traction to formalize a non-trivial piece of graph theory, in the area of geometric
modelling.
1.1. Background
The \Axiomatic Methods Group" (AMG) of the computer graphics research team
in Strasbourg is currently experimenting on dierent areas of geometric modelling, via
dierent formal approaches. Algebraic specications [43] have been intensively used
to formalize the foundations of geometric modelling [17], to design and develop from
scratch Topol { an interactive 3D modeller [6] { and to unify several mathematical
models describing curves and surfaces [21], thanks to the OBJ3 language [22, 26]. In
[18], original formal concepts for the resolution of geometrical constraint systems are
presented. Finally, rewriting techniques serve the axiomatization of boolean operations
and the construction of planar maps in [10]. But both practical and theoretical imped-
iments have arisen in the use of these algebraic methods, in particular with regard to
ordered sorts and preconditions, and poor proving support. Diculties in balancing the
amount of testing vs. proofs of correctness have also been experimented.
1.2. Purposes and motivations
Thus, the ultimate goal of the AMG is to unify those various methods into a general
formal framework allowing the construction and sound handling of geometric objects
on computers. A rst step in the direction of this fulllment is to visit the foun-
dations of geometric modelling, systematically formalizing the geometric models and
their operations of construction, manipulation and retrieval. Forgetting domain-specic
details, we want to focus on formal methods issues like specications, theorem prov-
ing and prototyping. But naturally, we are also strongly interested in validating well-
known results of these models and discovering and proving new properties. At present,
we want to axiomatize the combinatorial maps { a particular model for the boundary
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representation in geometric modelling { set up a necessary and sucient condition
of planarity to investigate Euler’s formula and the theorem of the genus, and work
out a discrete Jordan’s theorem. We aim to do it in a self-contained and constructive
manner. We do not follow Kuratowski approach of planarity which is based on graph
contraction.
Numerous approaches have been proposed, giving birth to many topological models.
Few attempts have been made to outline how they are interrelated except the survey
[28], but in the usual unformal abstract way of mathematicians. Therefore, machine-
aided formalization is really innovating and clearly needed to cope with this swarming
and for all the advantages mentioned above. It may constitute the rst step towards a
systematic comparison.
Jordan’s theorem is one of the oldest archetypal issues of geometric modelling.
Exposing it in a new up-to-date fashion with adequate theories and solving it on a
prover will result in a great insight and more generally will shed light on other domains
of imagery { like for example digital topology [1], image processing [19] or discrete
geometry [20] { and even on software development [7]. Moreover, it is the underlying
principle justifying the existence of the boundary representation, because it allows the
denition of the notions of interior and exterior on planar maps.
1.3. Related works
Requicha did a pioneering work in the 80s, sketching a framework for the represen-
tation of rigid solids and the comparison of existing geometric modelling systems [39].
The notion of combinatorial maps was introduced by Jacques in 1970 under the name
of constellations [25], extended for example by Cori in 1975 [12] and Lienhardt in the
90s [27]. In 1979, Tutte exposed a rigorous and concise theory of planar maps going as
far as a combinatorial equivalent of Jordan’s theorem [41]. The enumeration of rooted
maps and hypermaps was deeply studied by Arques, notably on the torus [2]. Using
formal techniques and especially algebraic specications, Dufourd proposed in 1991
a foundation of boundary representation from combinatorial maps with an operational
semantics [15], soon revisited with a new axiomatics based on an extension of maps
[16] we call now quasi-maps [19]. We attempt to extend these works to the dialectics
of constructive proofs [37] and to program extraction [36].
The theorem of the genus was proved by Jacques in 1968 but from a dubious
generalization of a Serret’s lemma [24]. This was amended by Cori on combinato-
rial maps [12] and on hypermaps [13], though several arguments are intuitive and
should be claried. One can nd another proof by Tutte, but from such a general
point of view that it seems impossible to get a clear idea of the variation of the
genus [41]. More recently, a formalization of planar graphs was attempted in [44],
but with a restricted denition of graph whose proof of validity is unformal, and
an unusual notion of planarity hushing up theoretical and practical hot spots. None
of these works deals with the integration of validation-through-testing into their
approach.
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1.4. Outline
Boundary representation is presented in Section 3. The Calculus of Inductive Con-
structions, our framework for formal specications and proofs, is briey exposed in
Section 2. Starting with free maps, we proceed with quasi-maps, then with combina-
torial maps in the hierarchical specication of Section 4. Classical results are shown.
Section 5 explains how to integrate smoothly quick prototyping. Combinatorial char-
acteristics are tackled in Section 6. Before stating a planarity criterion and proving
Euler’s formula in Section 8, the closing of maps is studied in Section 7. A method-
ology of specication and proof is then proposed in Section 9. Section 10 concludes
and gives prospects.
2. Using the calculus of inductive constructions
The calculus of inductive constructions (CIC) [11, 42] is a type theory extended with
primitive inductive denitions [33]. It is based on Girard’s polymorphic -calculus, a
very powerful functional system supporting higher-order logic proofs, and on Martin{
Lof ’s Intuitionistic Theory of Types, an attempt to found mathematics on constructive
principles. Both systems are combined with the Curry{Howard isomorphism, starting
the equivalence between the -calculus notation { originally used for expressing func-
tionality { and natural deduction proofs. In a nutshell, CIC is a blend of predicate
calculus, PROLOG-like inductive predicate denitions and ML-like recursive function
denitions.
Our axiomatizations, constructive, well t in CIC. It is suciently powerful to re-
cover our algebraic specication background into a single higher-order logical frame-
work, in which our past diculties with ordered sorts and preconditions may be solved,
and our new ambitions with regard to proofs and program extraction supported. Our
proofs are build in Coq [14], a theorem proving assistant build on CIC.2 A high-level
notation { the Gallina language { allows the declaration of axioms and parameters, the
denition of abstract as well as concrete types and objects, and a hierarchical devel-
opment of our theories through sections. It is well suited to mechanize mathematics
in higher-order logic and suciently expressive to get a simple though unambiguous
coding, close to the usual mathematical notation universally understood. An interactive
dialogue with the prover is achieved in proof mode by the application of predened
or user-programmable tactics { the implementation of logical reasoning steps { in a
top-down manner, subgoaling recursively.
Proofs developments in Coq are informative, owing to the Curry{Howard isomor-
phism. So, functional programs could have been associated with our proofs, during the
program extraction process [32]. This is the so-called proofs-as-programs paradigm.
2 Coq is a research project common to INRIA, ENS Lyon and CNRS in France, and part of the European
Esprit working group 21900-TYPES.
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Thus it is now possible to develop certied programs. This is of great interest for
software engineering.
2.1. Typographical conventions
Concrete syntax, i.e. Gallina scripts, is printed in typewritter style. But \real the-
orem provers deserve real user-interfaces" [5]. The one we use oers font and mathe-
matical symbols support. Therefore, keywords are underlined, types are italicized,
new identiers in denitions are boldfaced, and e.g. 8 denotes universal quantica-
tion, originally represented by ( : ). Theorems are CAPITALIZED and named according to
their syntax rather than to their semantics. It is an easy mnemotechnic way to recall the
hypothesis. For example, the property expressing that the two-places predicate f of type
nat! nat ! Prop is a function, i.e. 8x, y, y0 : nat(f x y)! f(x y0)! y0= y,
will be referred to by F−F−EQ2, EQ standing for eq, the built-in equality. They are
not always given in Gallina, in order to alleviate. Proof scripts { denitely too wordy
{ are nearly always omitted, but in order to keep the clue, a few hints on how the
theorem has been proved and which previous results have been used, are sketched
inside a PROOF. environment.
2.2. Specifying
In a specication, let T be an abstract data type representing some concept C we have
in mind. We call constructors of T some particular symbols { whose domain of output
values is T { that dene the set of values of interest, denoted by T. Therefore, choosing
the constructors is a very important task because how well C is captured depends on
them. \Well captured" means that the specication ought describe without contradic-
tion every feature of C. The absence of contradiction refers to the intrinsic property
of consistency. Specifying all the desirable features of C is known as completeness.
Consistency and completeness are required to get correctness, i.e. the insurance that
the specication describes C and not another neighbor concept. This will be veried
at an internal level by a formal expression and checking of the features of C and at
an external level by executing the specications to obtain a prototype.
To express the properties of C, we need to abstract from the constructors level.
Selectors are symbols whose domain of output values is not T, but whose domain of
input values contains at least T, thus allowing to analyze the behavior of T. Specifying
the selectors is another important task because they are involved in the validation of
the axiomatization through theorems.
Sometimes, constructors and selectors are not enough to capture C properly. Gener-
ators of T are any non-constructor symbols whose domain of output values is T and
whose domain of input values contains at least T. Generators produce new T values
from T values to which selectors must be applied in order to analyze the evolution of
the properties of C. According to the desired semantics, some have to be compatible
with the generators, others must not.
All our specications follow this general scheme.
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3. Boundary representation
The aim of geometric modelling is to describe geometric objects and operations.
A geometric object is a subset of points of Rn, where n is usually 2 or 3. Clearly, an
explicit representation is impossible since it may contain innities of points. Though
easier to set up and more suitable to calculations, implicit representations { like for
example parametric equations { are dicult to handle on a computer. Moreover, topol-
ogy { e.g. incidence and adjacency relations { is not clearly separated from geometry.
A constructive approach making this distinction clear is preferred in Boundary Repre-
sentation (B-rep).
Historically, the B-rep was investigated to represent solids one can manufacture on
a machine tool, i.e. whose boundary makes an orientable closed surface. The topology
of the boundary is dened by a subdivision into cells (vertices, edges, faces) and
incidence relations between them. An embedding model then associates e.g. vertices
with points, edges with curves and faces with surfaces.
There are now numerous mathematical models for the B-rep, ranging from sub-
divisions of orientable closed surfaces to subdivisions of n-dimensional spaces, ori-
entable or not, closed or not, with or without dangling cells, able to model manifold
and non-manifold objects [28]. Among all those models, the combinatorial maps oc-
cupy quite a generic position and well t to the statement of a planarity criterion and
the proof of Euler’s formula. They cover a broad area of modelling, are able to address
topological questions and can be easily but rigorously dened. This paper is limited to
the second dimension. We thus use maps that model orientable closed surfaces. More
precisely, maps represent the topology of polyhedra structures homeomorphic to the
torus with g holes. If g=0, we deal with planar maps that represent the topology of
polyhedra structures homeomorphic to the sphere. Usually, a projection on the plane
is used for drawings, with intersections if g 6=0. It is the case for all the subsequent
gures of this paper, except Fig. 3.
3.1. Combinatorial maps
Classically [25], a combinatorial map (map for short) is a triple (D; 0; 1) where
D is a nite set, 0 an involution and 1 a permutation, in D. An element of D is
called a dart.
Example. Fig. 1 shows the graph of a map embedded in the plane.
Every gure of this kind represents darts as half-segments numbered by integers,
symbolises 1 with little spots and 0 with thin perpendicular dashes between the two
corresponding darts. Note that the (counterclockwise) order of darts around spots and
dashes, w.r.t. their succession in 1 and 0, matters.
A formalization of maps thus requires a formalization of the notion of permutation,
involution, : : : . Though these are not very sophisticated, they have led to oversights
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Fig. 1. A combinatorial map. D= f1,2,: : :,29g; and e.g. (1 24 25); (1 25 28); (1 28 24); (0 22 22);
(0 1 2); (0 2 1).
or inaccuracies in the past, probably because most notions in 2D geometry are naively
understood. Therefore, a precise and machine-checkable axiomatization is essential. We
will see in this section that it is not straightforward.
We begin with relations and their properties, inspired by the mathematical presenta-
tion in [38]. This is a good primer to Gallina, introduced step by step.
Denition 1. A binary relation in a set E is any two-places predicate:
Section RELATION DEFINITION.
Variable E :Set.
Definition relation
:= E! E! Prop
Keyword Variable declares the name E as associated to the term Set which be-
comes its type. Indeed, t : T is a typing judgement reading \t is of type T". Set is
the built-in type of concrete sets such as booleans, natural numbers, lists etc. E is an
inexhaustible storage { a referential { in which elements can be drawn. Declarations
last until the current Section is closed. Therefore, using sections is a convenient way
to not redeclare variables. Gallina denitions are spotted by the presence of :=. It is
an abbreviation mechanism giving a name, here relation, to a term, E! E! Prop,
thus qualied of constant. They dier from declarations that just give a type to a term,
thus qualied of variable. Here, the term bound to relation happens to be a type:
the type of objects that are Prop { the built-in type of propositions { when applied to
two variables of type E. Denitions last regardless of sections.
Example. In Fig. 1, E=N, and 1 and 0 are relations in E.
To formalize the basic properties of relations, a new { nested { section is opened, for
the same reasons as above, and a relation R in E is declared: Variable R : relation.
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If x and y are of type E the proposition \x is associated to y by R" is denoted (R x
y). We call y a successor of x w.r.t. R, or R-successor of x, and x a predecessor, or
R-predecessor, of y.
Denition 2. R is right substractive if for all x; y; z in E such that (R x y) and (R x
z), (R y z) or (R z y). Left substractivity is dened analogously. It is substractive
if it is both left and right substractive:
Definition right substractive : Prop
:= 8x,y,z:E
(R x y)! (R x z)! (R y z) _ (R z y)
Definition left substractive : Prop
:= 8x,y,z:E
(R x z)! (R y z)! (R x y) _ (R y x)
Definition substractive : Prop
:= right substractive ^ left substractive
In Gallina, universal quantication is primitive. Symbol _ is the classical { built-in
{ propositional disjunction. This denition comes under second-order logic: indeed, we
are dening for any E and any relation in E. This will be more visible when closing
the sections. Relying on the Curry-Howard isomorphism, Coq overloads arrows which
denote here implications. They are primitive. The classical { built-in { propositional
conjuction, denoted ^, could have been used instead of the rst implication in the rst
two denitions, but this is less handy in proof mode. From now on, concrete syntax
is omitted when it does not introduce something new.
Symmetry and transitivity are dened in the same lines. R is involutive if for all
x, y, z such that (R x y) and (R y z), z is equal to x. An involutive relation is
not symmetric unless it is total. R is injective if for all x, x0,y such that (R x y)
and (R x0 y),x0 is equal to x. R is a function if for all x, y, y0 such that (R x
y) and (R x y0), y0 is equal to y. Functions are partial. Let R0 be a relation in E.
The fact that R implies R0 can be viewed as inclusion: R is included in R0 if for all
x, y such that (R x y), (R0 x y). Because the underlying logic of CIC is intuition-
istic, the excluded-middle principle is not available, and a notion of decidability is
needed:
Denition 3. R is decidable if for all x, y in E, either (R x y) holds or not:
Definition decidable : Set
:= 8x,y:E f(R x y)g+ f(R x y)g
\f g + f g" [14, p. 101] reads like _. The dierences and why this denition is a Set
rather than a Prop will be explained later on. Symbol  abbreviates the implementation
of the intuitionistic negation.
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Denition 4. The inverse of R, denoted R 1, is a relation yielding (R y x)
Definition inverse : relation
:= x,y:E (R y x)
Denition 5. The composition of R and R0, denoted R  R0, is a relation yielding the
existence of z such that (R0 x z) and (R z y):
Definition composition : relation
:=x,y:E (9z j (R0 x z) ^ (R z y))
The type of z can be omitted. It is now time to close the open sections. The
system then discharges the declarations, i.e. abstracts them in the denitions where they
occur. A relation is now dened as E: Set E! E! Prop. So it is an abstraction,
i.e. a function, yielding E!E!Prop when applied to some set E. In the same way,
left substractive is now a two-places predicate of type 8E :Set(relation E)
! Prop whose denition is E: Set R: (relation E) 8x,y,z: E (R x y)!(R
x z)!(R y z)_(R z y).
To get the expression of, say the inclusion property, one has to supply three argu-
ments: a set and two relations in this set. But Coq can perform type inference, thus
these can be omitted, what we do without changing notation.
Let us dene now properties { we call \on" properties { requiring that elements
belong to a specic set. Indeed, they do not hold on the whole storage E, but only on
one of its part, the support, of type F. For the moment, F can be approximately seen as
the power set of E. A relation in E on F is a function yielding a binary relation in E, i.e.
of type F!(relation E). In the following Section, is in { of type E !F !Prop
{ is a characteristic function of F. Let R be a relation in E on F and m an object of
type F.
Denition 6. R is reexive on m if for all x from to m, R holds for (x, x) on m:
Definition reflexive : Prop
:= 8x:E (is in x m)! (R m x x)
R is left (resp. right) localized on m if for all x in E such that (R m x y), x (resp.
y) belongs to m. It is localized if it is both left and right localized. Each element from
m needs not to be associated with one (or more) element(s). We say that relations are
partial, as opposed to total: R is total on m if for all x in E belonging to m there exists
y such that (R m x y). R is surjective on m if for all y belonging to m there exists x
such that (R m x y).
The variables of the current Section are E and F, is in, R and m. Thus, closing
it gives the dependent type [30] { the part with arrows depends on E and F { 8E, F:
Set (E! F ! Prop) ! (F! (relation E))! F ! Prop to the above properties.
That is, given two sets, say E and F, a characteristic function of F like is in, a relation
R in E on F, and an object m of type F, we get a property. Again, E and F may be
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omitted thanks to implicit arguments. In the following Section, we mix simple and
\on" properties. Variable R is now a relation in E on F.
Denition 7. The reexive and transitive closure of R is the smallest { reexive on
m (crt ref) and transitive (crt trans) { relation in E on F containing (R m)
(crt inc), for all m from F:
Inductive clos ref trans : F! (relation E)
:= crt inc:8m:F
(included (R m) (clos ref trans m))
jcrt ref:8m:F
(reflexive is in clos ref trans m)
jcrt trans:8m:F
(transitive (clos ref trans m))
An inductive denition uniquely species a { possibly recursive { type by an ex-
hausted list of constructors building the terms of that type. Here, the denition has
three constructors (crt inc, crt ref and crt trans). Besides, destructors express-
ing structural induction principles, simply reduced here to case-analysis, are auto-
matically provided by Coq. More sophisticated inductive objects will be presented
later on. Note the dierences between the arguments of reflexive, which requires a
F!(relation E), and included or transitive, which only require a (relation
E). The reexive; symmetric and transitive closure is dened alike, with one more
constructor for the symmetry. Needless to say, any reexive and transitive closure is
reexive (resp. transitive): the proof is crt ref (resp. crt trans).
Let m be an element of F. R is an application on m if it is total on m and such that
(R m) is a function. R is an involution (on m) if it is an application such that (R m) is
involutive. R is a surjection if it is an application, surjective on m. R is an injection if
it is an application such that (R m) is injective. R is a bijection if it is an application,
surjective on m and such that (R m) is injective. R is a permutation if it is a bijection,
localized on m.
Closing the current Section gives the type 8E ,F : Set (E! F! Prop)! (F !
(relation E))! F! (relation E) to clos ref trans, which becomes para-
meterized. The parameters are two sets E and F, and two relations of type E! F! Prop
and F! (relation E) respectively. A direct denition { outside any section { is pos-
sible, by putting them between square brackets:
Denition 8. Let E and F { characterized by is in { be sets, and 1 and 0 two
relations in E on F. A combinatorial map is a triple (support,perm,inv) where
support is an element of F, perm (resp. inv) a proof of the fact that 1 (resp. 0) is
a permutation (resp. involution) on support:
Record map [E,F:Set; is in: E! F! Prop;
alpha1, alpha0 : F! (relation E)] : Set
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Fig. 2. A quasi-map.
:= map introf
support : F;
perm : (permutation is in alpha1 support);
inv : (involution is in alpha0 support)
g
Record macros allow the denition of structures with { here three { elds. Actually,
they are inductive denitions, but in addition to the usual induction principle, Coq
automatically denes projections for destructuring them into their elds. Records can
have parameters, here E, F, is in, alpha1 and alpha0, just like any inductive
denition. As usual, the former two can be omitted. We will see how such a denition
can be handled when the latters are instantiated, what is supposed in the remaining
of this section, without changing notations. Symbol map intro is the constructor of
maps.
For k =0; 1, triple (k,x,y) such that (k support x y) is called an k-sewing. Its darts
are said k-sewn. Combinatorial maps are often confused with their support, forgetting
perm and inv. By weakening the properties required for 1 and 0, we can get other
kinds of objects. For instance, it is crucial to dene quasi-maps, where 1 and 0
are just injective functions localized on the support, and 0 is involutive. They are
said incomplete, because some sewings may lack. Free maps are reduced to their very
support, without any condition for 1 and 0. These various objects are deeply studied
infra, and the term \map" denotes quasi or combinatorial maps.
Example. Fig. 2 shows the graph of a quasi-map embedded in the plane with E=N,
support= f1; : : : ; 29g, and e.g. 2 has no 1-sucesssor and 1 has no 0-predecessor, 23
is not sewn at all.
The drawing conventions are the same as for combinatorial maps, but the dashes
may halve and the spots become arcs of circle since the k are partial.
In the same lines as before, a last Section describes what is going on when in-
troducing a generator gen of objects of type F, i.e. a two-places predicate of type
F! F ! Prop . Let m and m0 be elements of F such that (gen m m0), and R of type
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F! Prop . R is direct compatible (resp. converse compatible) with gen if (R m) im-
plies (R m0) (resp. (R m0) implies (R m)). It is compatible if it is both direct and
converse compatible.
Example. An operation transforming the quasi-map of Fig. 2 in the combinatorial
map of Fig. 1 is a generator. Ripping of sewings is another one. The existence of
darts is compatible with the former, whereas k is just converse compatible with the
latter.
3.2. Planar maps
Denition 9. The (connected) components of a map are the equivalence classes of the
reexive, symmetric and transitive closure of the relation \0 or 1".
Example. f22g and f24,25,26,27,28,29g are two of the four components.
In order to get vertices, the reexive and transitive closure of 1 must not be sym-
metric. But quotienting by a reexive and transitive relation which is not symmetric
does not make sense. Nevertheless, if substractivity can be ensured, it is easy to show
that non-empty disjoint classes can be dened. We call such sets quasi-equivalence
classes. In this higher-order development, we suppose that the reexive and transitive
closures are substractive. This assumption will be formally veried on their concrete
instances.
Denition 10. The vertices, edges and faces of a map are the quasi-equivalence classes
of the reexive and transitive closure of 1,0 and −11  0. They constitute orbits,
grouped in sets denoted h1i; h0i and h−11  0i.
Remark. Edges could been specied by reexive, symmetric and transitive closure,
since 0 is an involutive application on combinatorial maps. Not demanding the sym-
metry allows their denition on more general object such as quasi-maps, where 0 is
just involutive. This applies to faces as well.
Example. In Fig. 2, [22] and [24,25,28]2h1i; [22] and [1,2] 2h0i; [19,20,14,
19] 2 h−11 0i. The quasi-map of Fig. 1 has 11 vertices, 16 edges and 8 faces, includ-
ing the external face [2,17,15,13,12,5,10,8,6,4,2] of the biggest
component.
The orbits of a true combinatorial map are cycles, for 1; 0 and −11 0 are permu-
tations. We say they are complete. Order matters since the relations are not symmetric,
but any circular permutation denotes the same orbit, since they are cyclic.
Denition 11. Let nc (resp. nd, nv, ne, nf) be the number of components (resp.
darts, vertices, edges, faces) of a map. Euler’s characteristic  and the genus g are
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Fig. 3. Maps modelling the topology of a subdivision of a sphere (resp. a torus) containing 1 vertex, 1 edge
and 1 face (resp. 1 vertex, 2 edges and 1 face). Vertices (resp. edges, faces) are embedded on bold crosses
(resp. bold curves, meshed surfaces).
dened by
= nv− (nd− ne)+ nf; g= nc− =2:
We will see that nf must be computed on a true combinatorial map.
Intuitively, Euler’s characteristic may be interpreted as the minimum number of poles
necessary to mesh the correponding surface [34]: 2 for a sphere, 0 for a torus, as shown
in Fig. 3. The genus of a map gives the number of holes of the polyhedra structure
whose boundary is modelled by that map: 0 for a sphere, 1 for a torus.
The theorem of the genus [41, 24, 12] makes this interpretation plausible:
Proposition. Let g be the genus of a map. Then g2N.
Denition 12. A map whose genus is null is planar. It satises Euler’s formula:
2nc+ nd= nv+ ne+ nf.
The map of Fig. 1 is not planar. Indeed, g=4 − (11 − (29 − 16) + 8)=2=1. The
non-planarity is introduced by the component f24,25,26,27,28,29g. The other com-
ponents are planar. In Fig. 3, g=1 − (1 − (1 − 1) + 1)=2=0 for the sphere and
g=1− (1− (4− 2) + 1)=2 = 1 for the torus.
4. A hierarchy of maps
A hierarchy of nested abstract data types with general objects and atomic constructors
at the top, and specialized objects and complex constructors at the bottom, is a most
ecient way of getting a clear, modular, non redundant and less conceptual error-prone
axiomatization. Moreover, as pointed out by Grith in the theorem of the classication
of surfaces, proving often requires objects more general than the ones in play [23].
Besides, we claim that the proof process is simplied. We designate by inner, theorems
or concepts bringing in operation objects and notions closely related. They constitute
self-contained pieces of theory. Indeed, inner theorems laying on a certain level of the
hierarchy are not polluted by unwanted hypothesis or constructions coming from other
levels. Outer theorems balance the whole structure and emphasize the relationships
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Fig. 4. A hierarchy of maps.
between levels. This structure is oriented: inner theorems of some level must not use
results or objects of lower levels. Outer theorems of some level should relate results
and objects of lower levels to the ones of the current level. If such a classication
seems evident once the axiomatization is done, the a priori stratication is a matter of
practice and intuition.
The rst level of our hierarchy is a classical specication of free maps (Fig. 4).
They are the most general objects, without any constraint or precondition. The second
one is inhabited by quasi-maps. It is an explicit subset of the free maps obtained
by a predicate of well-formedness eliminating undesirable free maps. The third one
houses the combinatorial maps. It is an implicit subset of the quasi-maps obtained by
a completion operation of either a quasi-map or chosen selectors. Completing quasi-
maps is constructive whereas completing selectors is an observational approach [4].
4.1. Sewings and darts
In combinatorial maps, we have two kinds of k-sewings, namely 1 (vertices) or 0-
sewing (edges). So we add some new data type dim enumerating the two possibilities,
as the smallest Set containing the constructors zero and one:
Denition 13. A sewing dimension is either zero or one:
Inductive dim : Set
:= zero : dim
jone : dim
Along with adding the constants dim, zero and one to the current environment, a
destructor is automatically dened. For dim, it is named dim ind and corresponds to
an elimination principle on Prop . Because some proofs bring in two or more sewing
dimensions variables, the ability to distinguish between them has to be established.
Instead of \_", we use decidable (Denition 3) i.e. \f g+f g", pointing our future
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intention to perform program extraction out. The reasons for that will become clear in
Section 5 where this technique is detailed.
Theorem 1 (Decidability of dimension equality).
Theorem EQ DIM DEC : (decidable (eq dim))
Proof. Destructuration of k and k0.
This result, as well as dim ind, is heavily used to prove statements by case analysis
in proof mode, using the following reasoning scheme: \Suppose k and k0 are equal,
: : : Now if k and k0 are dierent, : : :". More generally, the decidability theorems are
essential because they correspond to the \if then else" construction in the context of
the proofs-as-programs paradigm.
Darts must not be dened too soon, at the risk of over-specication: any untimely
denition would be a loss of generality, either by confusing topology and embedding
(\darts are half-edges") or by introducing representation artifacts (\darts are integers")
at the axiomatic level whereas they are only needed at the extraction level for proto-
typing. At that time, they will be easily obtained by a simple Coq command linking
them to the appropriate concrete type.
Denition 14. Let dart be a set whose elements are supposed distinguishable:
Parameter dart : Set:
Axiom EQ DART DEC : (decidable (eq dart))
Parameter is a synonymous for Variable. Set dart now plays the role of the variable
E of Section 3. EQ DART DEC is the only prerequisite of our axiomatics.
A sewing dimension and two darts make a sewing. But if we want to handle sewings
like any other objects, we may encapsulate these three components. We thus get a more
homogeneous and modular approach, as it can be seen for instance in Denitions 15
and 16. The corresponding type, constructed by c, is denoted sw. For example (c
zero x y): sw. As for dimensions or darts, we need to distinguish sewings, this time
owing to the theorem EQ SW DEC.
4.2. Free maps
4.2.1. Constructors of free maps
As noted before, the choice of the constructors is ticklish. We have pointed out that
objects at the top of the hierarchy should be general and with elementary constructors.
For instance, in the construction of a free map, we want to be able to insert a dart
or to sew two darts in order to build orbits step by step. We do not want to merge
two vertices because these are too high level operations in the sense that they can be
decomposed in more atomic ones. We do not want either constraints or preconditions
on the constructors: Fig. 5 explains how we schematize those operations.
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Fig. 5. Constructors of free maps. In free map m, (i d m) inserts a new dart d (left) and (l (c k x y) m)
sews dart x to dart y at dimension k (right).
Denition 15. The type of free maps is the smallest set containing the void free map
(v), closed by insertion of darts (i) and insertion of sewings (l).
Inductive fmap: Set
:= v : fmap
∣
∣
∣
∣
i : dart! fmap! fmap
l : sw! fmap! fmap
All subsequent inductive denitions involving a free map will follow this structure. To
dene a predicate, say P, on free maps, one has to say how P behaves on v and what
is going on for P when inserting a dart or a sewing.
4.2.2. Selectors on free maps
We want to know if a dart belongs to a map, if it has successors and which ones
if it does. These operations may be thought in terms of functions, yielding True or
False or some dart. Though we could build them in Gallina with Fixpoint, which
species a function dened by well-founded recursion, inductive denitions are easier
to set up and to read because of the \smallest set" property. Therefore, we claim that
predicates are more adequate for axiomatics and xpoints should be reserved when
intending to prototype or to validate already existing algorithms. Section 5 develops
and justies this.
4.2.3. Existence of darts
Denition (Attempt). A dart exists in a free map if either it has just been inserted
(exd0 i1), or it was already in (exd0 i2, exd0 l):
Inductive exd0: dart ! fmap! Prop
:= exd0 i1 : 8m:fmap 8x : dart
(exd0 x (i x m))
j exd0 i2 : 8m:fmap 8x,d:dart
(exd0 x m)! (exd0 x (i d m))
j exd0 1 : 8m:fmap 8x:dart 8s:sw
(exd0 x m)! (exd0 x (l s m))
Note that x, the rst argument of exd0, appears alone in every constructors. Thus, it
is a good candidate for parameterization. On the contrary, m could not play a parameter
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because involved dierently, say in exd0 i1 as itself and in exd0 i2 as (i d m). The
denition becomes:
Denition 16 (Existence of darts).
Inductive exd [x:dart] : fmap! Prop
:= exd i1 : 8m:fmap
(exd x (i x m))
j exd i2 : 8m: fmap 8d:dart
(exd x m)! (exd x (i d m))
j exd l : 8m: fmap 8s:sw
(exd x m)! (exd x (l s m))
Remark. Although the two denitions are equivalent, it is always better to parameterize
because the information that says that (exd x) is inductively dened as a predicate
of type fmap ! Prop is not lost. Besides, the induction principle generated by Coq
is more powerful.
Free maps play the role of the variable F of Section 3, and exd the one of is in.
Since we will not use another characteristic function, we can hard-code it in the de-
nition of \concrete" versions of the \on" properties of that section. For instance, (re-
flexive exd) is now a two-places predicate of type (fmap!(relation dart))!
fmap!Prop. We keep on using the same names as in Section 3.
A technically very important class of results is the inversion theorems, because they
step in as soon as a theorem is proved by induction (see for example Theorem 2).
They refer to the fact that an inductive denition builds the smallest xed point of the
corresponding recursive equation. For instance, if (exd x (l s m)), then (exd x m)
because exd l is the only possible constructor leading to (exd x (l s m)). Invert-
ing (exd x (i d m)) is a bit more complicated because there are two possibilities:
d=x_ (exd x m), by constructor exd i1 or exd i2, respectively. Here, unlike the
decidability theorems, we use _ because inversion theorems are to be used in proof
mode and not intended to the extraction process. The fact  (exd x v) is also an
inversion theorem. Inversion tactics are provided by Coq to ease the obtaining of in-
version theorems. Hence, dening or not these theorems is a matter of proof style. In
the case of exd, inversion can be performed in-place in proof mode. In other cases
(e.g. Denition 19), inversion tactics can lead to shorter and more elegant proof than
using inversion tactics. From now on, we will not mention these theorems any more,
unless special form.
As usual, decidability is needed for already mentioned reasons, but on the existence
of a dart in a free map instead of on the equality of two objects.
Theorem 2. For all dart x and free map m; either x exists in m or not.
Theorem EXD DEC : 8x:dart 8m:fmap
fexd x mg + f  (exd x m)g
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Proof. Induction on m, EQ DART DEC,exd inversion theorems.
From now on, though systematically dened and used, we will not mention decid-
ability results any more.
4.2.4. Existence of successors
The existence of successors of some dart at a given dimension is a positive informa-
tion also included in the selector we will dene just after this one, which expresses the
fact that the successor of some dart is some other dart. These two concepts overlap.
We rather need a negative information stating that some dart does not have succes-
sors (resp. predecessors). This way, instead of overlapping we get complementarity,
expressed by Theorems 3 and 4. The corresponding predicate, denoted nosucc (resp.
nopred) and of type dim!dart!fmap!Prop, is inductively built in the spirit of
exd. For instance, if m is the quasi-map represented in Fig. 2, it can be proved that
(nosucc zero 2 m) and  (nopred one 4 m).
4.2.5. Successors
The idea is to specify the applications 0 and 1 of Denition 8, starting from
relations:
Denition 17. Let k be a dimension and x a dart. \Dart y is a k-successor of x" is the
smallest two-places predicate holding either if x has just been k-sewn to y (succ l),
or if it was the case before (succ i, succ l0):
Inductive succ [k:dim;x:dart] : fmap! dart! Prop
:= succ l : 8m: fmap 8y:dart
(succ k x (l (c k x y) m) y)
j succ i : 8m: fmap 8y,d:dart
(succ k x m y)!
(succ k x (i d m) y)
j succ l0: 8m: fmap 8y:dart 8s:sw
(succ k x m y)!
(succ k x (l s m) y)
Note the parameterization of k and x. The properties of Section 3 require a (rela-
tion dart); i.e. a dart!dart!Prop, or a fmap!(relation dart). But for any
dimension k, (succ k) is a dart!fmap!dart!Prop, and it cannot be dierently
because of parameterization. So a \wrapper" is introduced:
Definition Wsucc : dim! fmap! (relation dart)
:= k:dim m: fmap x,y: dart (succ k x m y)
Owing to -reduction (identication of constants to their values), Wsucc can always
ll the place of succ.
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Two theorems bridge the gap between succ and nosucc. The rst one exhibits a
successor when \does not have any successors" does not hold. We give a detailed
proof as an example of a proof in Coq. Tactics are underlined and explained in line
below. Uninterested readers may skip this technical part.
Theorem 3. For all dimension k; dart x and free map m; if \x does not have k-
successors in m" does not hold; then there exists a dart y such that a k-successor of
x in m is y.
Theorem NOTNOSUCC SUCC : 8k: dim 8x: dart 8m:fmap
 (nosucc k x m) ! (9 y: dart j (succ k x m y))
Proof. Recall that P stands for P!False in intuitionistic logic. Let us proceed by
induction on free maps: Induction m. Then, Coq yields three subgoals, according to
the constructors of free maps, and their corresponding working hypothesis.
Subgoal 1 (base). Let us introduce (nosucc k x v) as hypothesis H: Intro H.
But we know that (nosucc k x v) from the denition of nosucc. Owing to this
contradiction, we can assert anything, and in particular (9 y:dart j (succ kxvy)),
by the elimination of H: Elim H; Auto. In Coq, \ ; " are used for sequencing tactics.
Subgoal 2 (inductive). Coq provides us the induction hypothesis IH:(nosucc
k x m1) ! (9 y:dart j (succ k x m1 y)) and invites us to prove (9 y:dart j
(succ k x (i d m1) y)), assuming (nosucc k x (i d m1)) (H). From the lat-
ter and the denition of nosucc, we get  (nosucc k x m1): Cut (nosucc k x
m1) ; [Intro H0 j Apply H; Auto] (the tactics on the right of j constitute the proof
of the hypothesis introduced on the left). So IH can be applied to H0 and an x0 such
that (succ k x m1 x0) is exhibited (H00): Elim (IH H0); Intros x0 H00. Then, by
the denition of succ, we can assert that there exists a y such that (succ k x (i d
m1) y) { this is x0 { and the subgoal is proved: Exists x0 ; Auto.
Subgoal 3 (inductive). Coq provides us the induction hypothesis IH:(nosucc
k x m2)! (9 y:dart j (succ k x m2 y)) and invites us to prove (9 y:dart j
(succ k x (l (c k1 x1 y1) m2) y)), assuming (nosucc k x (l (c k1 x1
y1) m2)) (H). Unlike the insertion of darts, we cannot claim directly (nosucc
k x m2). Owing to theorem AND DEC, an easy lemma stating that 8k, k0 : dim
8z,z0: dart fk0=k^ z0=zg+f(k0=k^ z0=z)g, let us perform a case analysis: Elim
(AND DEC k k1 x x1).
 We have k1=k (eq1) and x1=x (eq2). If we Rewrite eq1; Rewrite eq2, we
have now to prove that there exists an y such that (succ k x (l (c k x y1)
m2) y). By the denition of succ, y1 ts: Exists y1; Auto.
 We have (k1=k^x1=x). As above, from the latter and the denition of succ, we
obtain (nosucc k x m2). So IH may be applied and we conclude in the same
way as Subgoal 2.
The second theorem (SUCC NOTNOSUCC) ensures conversely that \does not have any
successors" does not hold when there is a successor. The same kind of relationships
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holds as well between succ { this time exhibiting an x k-successor of any y { and
nopred. We have thus proved the equivalence between the refutation of the non-
existence of successors and the fact that a successor can be exhibited. These results
are not enough. We have to express nally how this fact can be related to the non-
existence of successors. More precisely, the fact that a successor can be exhibited and
the non-existence of successors are mutually exclusive. The new theorem is thoroughly
independent from NOTNOSUCC SUCC and SUCC NOTNOSUCC. For the same reasons as
EQ DIM DEC (Theorem 1), we use fx:A j (P x)g instead of (9x:A j (P x)).
Theorem 4. For all dimensions k; dart x and free map m; either there exists a dart y
such that it is a k-successor of x; or x does not have k-successors.
Theorem SUCC NOSUCC : 8k: dim 8x:dart 8m:fmap
fy:dart j succ k x m y)g + fnosucc k x mg
Proof. Induction on m, EQ DART DEC (Denition 14), EQ DIM DEC (Theorem 1).
The same kind of decidability holds between succ { this time exhibiting an x k-
successor of any y { and nopred.
These three theorems are more important than expressing the relationships between
succ and nosucc. At rst sight, it is surprising that they hold on the loose type of
the free maps and that they do not require the predicate of well-formedness, i.e the
quasi-maps. In fact, the other denitions of succ and nosucc we have experimented {
in agreement with the informal concept of successor we have in mind { do. They have
been compelled to move on the quasi-maps level. It is not a good thing, rst because
the higher the level, the shorter and simpler the proofs; we should always prevent
as much as possible theorems to ee to lower levels. Second because using outer
arguments to prove NOTNOSUCC SUCC would not be a good axiomatisation! Indeed, this
theorem says nothing more than the inverse of succ is surjective when its range is
restricted to its image, which is a triviality with respect to the mathematical denitions
of surjectiveness, range and image. The current proof of NOTNOSUCC SUCC is self-
contained and on the free maps level, so from this point of view we have a good
axiomatization.
The previous three results make the axiomatization of the concept of free map com-
plete and consistent. At this stage, we have not yet of course the combinatorial maps,
but we do already have a generalization of the direct 2-graphs [3]. Any other prop-
erty we can think of requires to move to the next level, namely the quasi-maps. For
instance, the functionality or the localizedness of succ cannot be proved on free maps.
4.3. Quasi-maps
The abstract data type of free maps dened in the previous section is too large.
Indeed, some free maps are not desirable from the point of view of geometric mod-
elling. For instance, two darts can be sewn though they have not been inserted or a
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dart can be inserted twice or can have multiple predecessors at the same dimension
(Fig. 4). To avoid these degenerated cases, preconditions should be imposed to restrict
the domain of interest by forbidding undesirable operations. A free map abiding by
these preconditions is said to be well-formed, or equivalently to be a quasi-map. The
corresponding predicate, of type fmap!Prop, is denoted wf. Well-formedness has an
inuence on selectors and new properties like the functionality of succ can be proved.
The specication of quasi-maps follows as a free map, called the support, and a proof
of its well-formedness. This can be done with a Record macro.
Denition 18. The type of quasi-map is the smallest set denoted qmap containing the
well-formed free maps (qmap intro):
Record qmap : Set
:= qmap intro fsupport : fmap;
wfsupport : (wf support)g
The term (wf support) is a proposition since (wf support):Prop . But terms
whose type is a proposition are proofs, so wfsupport is a proof, and (wf support)
{ its type { is a type of proofs. More precisely, wfsupport is a proof of the well-
formedness of support. Note that unlike in most programming languages, a eld in a
record may depend on another one, as it is the case for the type of wfsupport which
depends on support.
In addition to an induction principle provided as in any inductive denition, Coq au-
tomatically denes projections for destructuring an object of type qmap into its elds.
They can be viewed as the inverses of qmap intro, the constructor of quasi-maps.
These functions have the same name as the elds, i.e. support and wfsupport. We
have support : qmap!fmap. The type of wfsupport is a bit more complicated
than the one of support. Intuitively, we feel that qmap!fmap suces to describe
support as a function from quasi-maps into free maps. Such a construction is im-
possible for wfsupport, a function from quasi-maps into a particular subset of Prop,
the one containing proofs of well-formedness of the quasi-map from which we have
started. So we need a more general typing scheme, the so-called dependent product.
The term 8m:qmap (wf (support m)) builds a product type abstracting m on (wf
(support m)) in which it is bound. It is the type of wfsupport. If the abstracted
variable is unbound, we come back to the non-dependant particular case, i.e. the arrow
construction. Making proofs part of propositions and types dependant goes back to
Martin{Lof’s intuitionistic theory of types [30].
4.3.1. Subtyping
The ability to handle both types and terms at the same level, illustrated above, is a
salient feature of CIC. Usually, type theories make a syntactic distinction.
In particular, it permits a smooth and elegant subtyping [9], both in denitions and
in proofs, which is a way of achieving readable, modular, communicable and easy to
maintain specications. Moreover, it allows us to get rid of the theoretical and practical
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problems we have encountered in algebraic specications when dening subsorts by
invariants [7].
Since qmap is a Set, quasi-maps form a type, and thus can be used like any other
type in denitions or in theorems as the type of some variable m, i.e. m:qmap, without
making explicit the support and its well-formedness. But quasi-maps may be explicitly
constructed. Suppose we need a void quasi-map. We can dene it by combining the
support v and a proof of its well-formedness, e.g. wf v, by writting Definition qv
: qmap := (qmap intro v wf v). Nevertheless, writting (nosucc k x qv) would
be a type error since nosucc expects free maps. Fortunately, Coq provides syntactic
facilities through an inheritance mechanism called coercions allowing our selectors to
be applied on quasi-maps though they are dened on free maps.
4.3.2. Properties of quasi-maps
We are now able to prove several essential results. Again, we insist on the fact that
we keep them on the quasi-maps level. Calling on combinatorial maps is not, and must
not be, necessary. Recall that R is localized on m if for all x such that (R m x y), x
and y belong to m (Denition page 10).
Theorem 5.
Theorem SUCC EXD : 8k: dim 8m:qmap
(localized (Wsucc k) m)
Proof. Induction on (support m), succ and wf inversion theorems.
As soon as we have (succ k z m t) in a qmap m, both z and t exist in m. So
owing to SUCC EXD, the proof of theorems involving succ are lightened because exis-
tence hypothesis are not needed in their statement, so induction is simplied and exd
inversion results are not used. Thus, a careful choice of constructors and preconditions
and how they can combine { the proof of SUCC EXD is based on succ l and wf {
leads to stronger theorems.
Theorem 6.
Theorem SUCC SUCC EQ2 : 8k: dim 8m:qmap
(function (Wsucc k) m))
Proof. Induction on (support m), succ and wf inversion theorems, SUCC NOT{
NOSUCC.
Note the syntax and the corresponding semantic. Here, we pass the argument (Wsucc
k m) to function, which yields the property: (Wsucc k m) is a function. Whereas
localized takes (Wsucc k) and m as arguments, which means: (Wsucc k) is local-
ized on m. In proof mode, SUCC SUCC EQ2 allows us to identify multiple successors of
a same dart. So from now on, we write for quasi-maps \the successor" instead of \a
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successor". Then, we prove the injectiveness of succ so we write \the predecessor".
Finally, (succ zero) is involutive.
The theorems of this section make the axiomatization of the concept of quasi-map
complete and coherent. They constitute the smallest pool of results one can demand,
and any other property we can think of requires to move to the next level, namely the
combinatorial maps. For instance, the fact that succ is a surjective application cannot
be proved on quasi-maps.
4.4. Combinatorial maps
Combinatorial maps could be inductively specied from scratch by building complete
objects at each step, i.e. dening constructors adding whole orbits. This would break our
hierarchy and so would deny us the possibility to handle objects and their generalization
in the same framework, with all the advantages above-mentioned. So a combinatorial
map is viewed as a quasi-map whose orbits are complete (compare Figs. 1 and 2).
A possible method is to complete selectors on quasi-maps in order to obtain total rather
than partial relations. Another one is to complete quasi-maps adding sewings where
they lack. This approach is quite heavy and dicult to set up because it requires to rip
sewings. Besides, as it will be explained in Section 7, it relies on the ends of orbits
which are also needed for the lighter selector completion method. We thus choose the
selector completion method for the last stage of our hierarchy.
The existence of darts is not aected by completion: if a dart exists in a quasi-map,
so does it in the same quasi-map viewed as a combinatorial map, and the converse
is true. On the other hand, the existence of successors or predecessors gets a dif-
ferent meaning on combinatorial maps: if we imagine the orbits of the quasi-map in
Fig. 2 completed, the one-successor of 2 is 3, the one-predecessor of 24 is 28, 23
is the successor and the predecessor of itself, the zero-successor of 2 is 1 and the
zero-predecessor of 1 is 2. Thus, we must specify the ends of orbits, i.e. heads { not
described here { and tails.
4.4.1. Relation completion { free maps level
\Tail of the orbit containing dart z" is often shortened to \tail of z". As usual,
quasi-maps support our reasoning and drawings whereas textual denition are given
on free maps. The tail of a dart just inserted is itself (tl i1). Inserting darts does
not change anything (tl i2). By \does not change anything", we mean: all the darts
tail before insertion remain tail after. Sewing x to y at dimension j does not change
anything whenever j and k are dierent (tl lk). Fig. 6 deals with the case j= k.
Denition 19 (Tail).
Inductive tl [k:dim] : fmap! (relation dart)
:= tl i1 : 8d: dart 8m:fmap (tl k (i d m) d d)
j tl i2 : 8z,z0,d: dart 8m:fmap
(tl k m z z0)! (tl k (i d m) z z0)
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Fig. 6. We are k-sewing x to y and looking for the k-tail of z. There are two cases, depending on whether z
is in the orbit of y or not. First (6-1), the tail of the darts of the orbit of y becomes x0, the tail of z (tl ly);
second (6-2 cases (a) and (b)), nothing is changed for the darts whose tail is not y: they keep their tail
z0 (tl lz).
j tl ly : 8z,x,x0,y: dart 8m:fmap
(tl k m z y)! (tl k m x x0)!
(tl k (l (c k x y) m) z x0)
j tl lz : 8z,z0,x,y: dart 8m:fmap
(tl k m z z0)! z0 = y!
(tl k (l (c k x y) m) z z0)
j tl lk : 8j: dim 8z,z0,x,y: dart 8m:fmap
(tl k m z z0)! j=k!
(tl k (l (c j x y) m) z z0)
We would like to make a parallel between the way we have taken into account
the insertion of sewings in succ (Denition 17) and the insertion of darts in the
present denition of tl. Two groups of rules { namely tl i1 and tl i2 for tl, and
succ l and succ l0 for succ { are perfectly similar. One could argue that succ l0
(resp. tl i2) overlaps succ l (resp. tl i1) when (c k0 x0 y0) and (c k x y) (resp.
d and z) are equal, and could be tempted to discriminate between them by adding (c
k0 x0 y0)=(c k x y) in succ l0 (resp. d = z in tl i2). This is a phenomenon of
over-specication. First, it is useless; as soon as we work with quasi-maps, those
equalities cannot occur since multiple insertions are prohibited owing to wf. Second,
it lengthens proofs because there is one more hypothesis to take into account, so one
more subgoal to manage. Third, inversion theorems thicken. Overspecication should
be avoided as much as possible.
When an orbit is to be closed, i.e. when we want to add the last sewing of an
incomplete orbit in order to make it complete, the tail of any dart is the origin of the
sewing most recently inserted in this orbit before closing it (Fig. 7).
Thus, the order of the components of the term representing a quasi-map has an
inuence on tl. This syntactic intrusion in the semantic of a relation is not a problem.
On the contrary, when one wants to dismantle tl, for instance to perform historical
backtracking, it guarantees the possibility of always being able to come back to the
previous steps.
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Fig. 7. After having one-sewn x to y, the one-tail of − say z − is z if the term representing
the quasi-map is (l (c one x y) (l (c one y z) (l (c one z x) i z (i y (i x v)))))), or y if it is
(l (c one x y) (l (c one z x) (l (c one y z) (i z (i y (i x v)))))).
Remark. Many programmers would have heedlessly replaced tl i1 by tl v:
8z:dart 8m:fmap (tl k v z z), ending the recursive calls on the void free map
instead of on a dart insertion. Even if the tails are the same, this would lead to a
wobbly and unpredictable axiomatics. In particular, the localizedness of tl should not
be provable any more.
The localizedness of tl, unlike the one of succ, is provable on free maps. It is
not surprising, if we consider closely the relationships between the constructors of tl.
Since from tl i2 to tl lk, the tail always stems from a recursive call, we are sure
to come from tl i1 and get an evidence of its existence. In succ, we are sure to
come from succ l, but cannot get the existence because in free maps, the components
of a sewing are not required to exist. Actually, this asymmetry comes from the fact
that the corresponding concept to the existence of darts for tl is, for succ, a new
relation we have not dened: the existence of sewings. A localizedness based on that
concept would hold for succ on free maps. The proof of the localizedness of tl {
on free maps { is self-contained, much more simple and 10 times shorter than the
proof of the localizedness of succ (Theorem 5) that uses succ and wf inversion
theorems.
Heads, denoted hd, and their properties are dened in the same way. Completing
the successor relation is easy, owing to tails. If dart z0 is a successor of dart z, so is
it with the completed relation (csucc succ). If z does not have any successors, then
we pick up a tail of z to make one (csucc tl).
Denition 20 (csuccessor).
Inductive csucc[k:dim;m:fmap;z:dart; z0:dart] : Prop
:= csucc succ : (succ k z m z0) !
(csucc k m z z0)
j csucc tl : (nosucc k z m) ! (tl k m z z0) !
(csucc k m z z0)
Remark. It is a non-recursive inductive construction, like sw and qmap.
The theorems of this section do not make the axiomatization of the concept of
ends of orbits and csuccessor really complete and clear. A better understanding of the
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relationships between hd and tl and of the properties of csucc requires to move to
the quasi-maps level.
4.4.2. Relation completion { quasi-maps level
Now tl is a total function, i.e. an application. So in proof mode, we can always
introduce a tail whenever we need it and identify multiple tails of a same dart.
Obviously, tl is not injective, since distinct darts may share a common tail. Yet, it
is if we restrict to the bounds of orbits. In the context of quasi-maps, the upper bound
of an incomplete orbit is the dart of that orbit without successor, the lower bound being
the one without predecessor. For example, in Fig. 6-2(a), the upper bound of the orbit
of z is x whereas the lower bound is z0. In Fig. 2, 23 is both an upper and lower
bound. Now, tails do not have predecessors, unless the orbit is closed. Since we have
not exactly specied what an open orbit is (but see Denition 23), we take a stronger
hypothesis and suppose we are on the lower bound to be able to prove this result.
Like tl,hd is injective and does not have predecessors, on upper bounds of quasi-
maps. Finally, if draft z1 is the head of dart z, then conversely z is the tail of dart z1,
but only on lower bound, since a tail cannot have predecessors. A lot of the subsequent
theorems use heads or tails, or both. They always take place on bounds, so these results
are much used, allowing us to get a head from a tail and the converse, on quasi-maps.
Relation csucc is localized. It is a total function, i.e. an application. Moreover, it is
injective and surjective. Besides, (csucc zero) is involutive. These theorems make
the axiomatization of the concept of combinatorial map complete and coherent. Indeed,
(csucc k) meets the mathematical properties required for k presented in Section 3.1:
it is a permutation on m and (csucc zero) is an involution on m, for any quasi-
map m.
4.4.3. Quasi-maps viewed as combinatorial maps
We call observer some particular selector. A combinatorial map is a quasi-map ob-
served with csucc. This is the so-called observational approach [4]. A quasi-map
observed with succ keeps its quasi-map status. The same quasi-map observed with
csucc becomes a combinatorial map. Several quasi-maps may correspond to the same
combinatorial map, \same" standing for the observational equality, i.e. any observer
yields the same result. These concrete maps are obtained by instantiating the parameters
alpha 0 and alpha 1 of the general denition of combinatorial maps.
(Denition 8):
Denition 21 (Observational combinatorial map).
Definition cmap: Set
:= (map (csucc zero) (csucc one))
Definition cmap intro
:= (map intro (csucc zero) (csucc one))
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The type of cmap intro, 8m : qmap (involution (csucc zero) m) !
(permutation (csucc one) m)! cmap, is notable. Given a quasi-map m, a proof of
the facts that (csucc zero) and that (csucc one) is a permutation, we get a cmap.
In practice, observational combinatorial maps are seldom used. We have had to in-
troduce them only in order to convince us of the legitimacy of the axiomatics. Potential
combinatorial maps − i.e. quasi-maps − and their properties are preferred, with the
help of hd and tl. Knowing if we get all the combinatorial maps this way is irrelevant,
because a formal answer would be outside out theory of maps, on the meta-logic level.
All we can say is that we have not been able to think of a combinatorial map not
constructible with our hierarchy, whose constructors and selectors are \natural" in that
they formalize the classical operations one could meet for instance in an interactive
modeller [6].
Before carrying on combinatorial characteristics, we interrupt our development to
address the important issue of the extraction of programs.
5. Prototyping by extraction
The aim of extraction is to get realistic programs from proofs. Our goal is thus
to explore and experiment our axiomatics running tests with a prototype yielded by
the extraction process. This practical external verication is at least as important as
the formal internal validation we have done so far with proofs, to be convinced that
axiomatizations are consistent and complete.
In Coq, extraction can only be performed on intuitionistic proofs with computational
contents. For instance, a classical proof of A _ B does not contain information on either
the provability of A or else the provability of B. On the other hand, it is possible to
build either a proof of A or a proof of B from the proof of the intuitionistic disjunction
fAg + fBg. Thus, informative statements specifying the existence of computational
objects (Set) must be separated from the logical assertions specifying their properties
(Prop). Roughly speaking, to extract programs, Coq analyses, checks and removes the
Prop part, considered as comments, only keeping the Set part.
We mainly extract decidability results and applications. The former is important
because they allow us to distinguish objects, to answer questions − for example,
is a free map well-formed − and they correspond to the \if then else" construc-
tion in the proofs-as-programs context. In the extraction mechanism, they give func-
tions with a yes-or-no output. The latter implements eectively the paradigm \devel-
opment of certied programs", transforming say any dart x into a dart y verifying
a well-chosen property Q from the informative proof of 8x 9y (Q x y). The more
accurate Q, the more convincing and well tuned the prototype. Both may be freely
mixed.
The methodology is the following [31]: rst, a constructive specication of the pro-
gram to be extracted is given with a Theorem statement. Then, the user proposes a
realization of this specication with the Realizer tactic. It is an algorithm expressed
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in a simple and syntactic-sugared language called Real, with constants, variables,
-abstraction, application and recursion. The Program all tactic (PA) makes Coq
consider this algorithm as a sketch to prove the theorem, more or less without the
help of the user. In general, Coq nds proofs of informative goals alone, precisely
because the realization can be considered as a skeleton of the proof. A few logical
lemmas may stay at the end of this process. They must be interactively proved by the
user. Finally, a functional program guaranteed correct with respect to its specication
is automatically extracted into Caml light, Objective Caml (ML dialects), or Haskell
(purely functional language), and a test stage may start.
5.1. Extraction of decidability
5.1.1. Dimensions
We begin with the decidability of dimensions equality and a simple Real pattern
matching. Given two dimensions k and k0, we want to know whether k equals k0 or
not (S). We need a kind of indexed boolean object working on Prop, but the usual
propositional connective or does not t:
Inductive n = [A, B:Prop ] : Prop
:= or introl : A ! A _ B
j or intror : B ! A _ B
Indeed, since it is a proposition, it has no informative content and will be \forgotten"
during the extraction. On the contrary, the intuitionstic disjunction with constructive
contents sumbool − isomorphic to or, but yielding a Set − is extractible towards a
concrete Caml type:
Inductive fg+ fg [A, B:Prop ] : Set
:= left : A ! fAg+fBg
j right : B ! fAg+fBg
EQ DIM DEC (Theorem 1) is a constructive specication of the unformal specication
S above. After having unfolded decidable (Denition 3), it reads
Theorem EQ DIM DEC: 8k; k0:dim
fk=k0g + fk=k0g
A realization of this specication is: if k is zero, then the left part of the specication
must hold when k0 is also zero, since zero=zero. Otherwise, the right part does, since
zero=one. Now, if k is one, this time, the right part of the specication must hold
when k0 is zero, because one=zero. Otherwise, the left part does, since one=one.
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This can be expressed with the Real pattern-matching macros Cases:
Realizer k,k0:dim
Cases k of
zero ) Cases k0 of zero ) left j one ) right end
j one ) Cases k0 of zero ) right j one ) left end
end
Note the syntax of the realizations: left and right correspond to the sumbool con-
structors. Their arguments A and B do not appear any more since they are of type Prop.
The type of the realization and the informative extraction of the goal, i.e. a Real-term of
type dim!dim!sumbool must coincide. Using O, of type nat, instead of zero would
be pattern matching error because it cannot match values of type dim; or introl −
the rst constructor of or − instead of left would be a language error because it is
not a Real-term; unfortunately swapping left and right would not cause any prob-
lem to the syntax checker but the PA stage would fail with two subgoals impossible
to prove: zero=zero and zero=one.
At the end of the work of PA, the goal − namely theorem EQ DIM DEC − is proved.
None logical statements are left to the user because this theorem, very simple, leads
only to the informative subgoals we describe above, easily solved by Coq. Here is the
automatically extracted Caml program:
type sumbool = Left j Right; type dim = Zero j one
let eq dim deck k0 = match k with
Zero ! (match k0 with Zero ! Left j One ! Right)
j One ! (match k0 with Zero ! Right j One ! Left)
As expected, the parameters of type Prop have disappeared in sumbool. The in-
ductive denitions sumbool and dim are translated into enumerated types. Theorem
EQ DIM DEC becomes the Caml functional value eq dim dec, whose structure strongly
looks like the one of its realizations. Note that names are maintained − except the
rst letter of constructors, automatically capitalized by Caml − and functions identi-
ers, lower-cased. Type sumbool can be conveniently mapped on the built-in booleans
to get the usual \-: bool = true" when prompting the interactive Caml toplevel
\# eq dim dec Zero Zero; ;" instead of the isomorphic but sybillin answer \-:
sumbool = Left".
5.1.2. Sewings
We go on with EQ SW DEC and Real conditionals. A realization is: let (k, x, y)
be s and (k0, x0, y0) be s0. If k is equal to k0, x to x0 and y to y0, then the
left part of the specication must hold. Otherwise, the right part does, because 
(c k x y) = (c k0 x0 y0) whenever k, x or y diers from k0, x0, or y0. Expres-
sion \equal to" refers to EQ DART DEC (Theorem 1) in the case of k and k0 and to
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EQ DART DEC (Denition 14) in the other cases:
Realizer s: sw s0:sw
let (k,x,y) = s in let (k0,x0,y0)=s0 in
if (EQ DIM DEC k0 k)
then if (EQ DART DEC x0 x)
then if (EQ DART DEC y0 y) then left else right
else right
else right
that Coq uses to easily derive a proof. Extracting it would make Coq complain because
neither the parameter dart nor the axiom EQ DART DEC have been realized. Let us
instantiate darts on Caml integers: \ML Import int : Set. Link dart := int".
Then, we can give a computational contents to EQ DART DEC by attaching it to a Real-
term:
Link eq dart dec :=
x,y: int if (eq int x y) then left else right
Function eq int stands for the Caml equality. Now, the automatic extraction process
in Caml is possible, and gives
type dart = int
let eq dart dec x y =
match eq int x y with true ! Left j false ! Right
Note that dart becomes a synonym for int. Type sw is implemented as a one con-
structor variant type of 3-tuples. Caml function eq sw dec is a bit more complicated
than the previous simple examples. We are not supposed to read it but just to use it in
prototyping: its specication and realization are much easier to understand and more
convincing since mechanically proved. So from now on, we do not expose Caml code
anymore.
5.1.3. Existence of darts
The decidability of the existence of darts is interesting because it calls on recursion.
We want to prove and extract EXD DEC (Theorem 2). Dart x does not exist in v, so
we return right. It does exist in (i d mi) if d is equal to x, so left is returned.
Otherwise, it exists in (i d mi) if it was the case before in mi, and in (l m1) if
it was the case before in m1 (recursive calls):
Realizer x:dart
Fix exd real fexd real/1 : fmap ! sumbool
:= m Cases m of
v ) right
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j (i d mi) ) if (EQ DART DEC d x)
then left
else (exd real mi)
j (l ml) ) (exd real ml)
endg
The expression Fix f /1 : g denes a xpoint exd real with one free map
argument, yielding sumbools. The whole type of the realization is thus dart!fmap
!sumbool and matches the informative extraction of the goal. As usual, pattern-
matching for destructing m is performed with Cases. Unused arguments are omitted
thanks to the underscore facility. The PA tactic leaves a few logical lemmas easily
solved by the user [35].
The Caml extraction of EXD DEC is yet a useful piece of prototype. Small tests can
be carried out. Suppose m is a Caml value representing the support of the quasi-map
of Fig. 2, then we may ask the interactive Caml toplevel if dart 3 belongs to m:
# exd 3 m; ;
− : bool = true
Note the constructors Left and Right of sumbool do not appear. We have mapped
them on true and false. The name exd is also a mapping of EXD DEC. Indeed,
exd better denotes what must be visible at the Caml level: the concept of the ex-
istence of darts. It refers to what really matters here: Caml exd is an executable
prototype of the Coq predicate exd. An analogous process leads to the extraction of
NOSUCC DEC, NOPRED DEC and WF DEC. For example:
# nosucc 1 19 m;
− : bool = false
conrms that dart 19 does have a successor at dimension one in m. Knowing which
one requires to extract functions.
5.2. Extraction of applications
5.2.1. Successors
They are constructively specied by SUCC NOSUCC (Theorem 4), owing to a sumor,
which looks like a sumbool but with a left part taking an argument in Set instead
of Prop. On the void free map, the right part of that specication holds because any
dart does not have successors on v, at any dimension. Dart insertion is not involved
in searching successors, so a realizer must be recursively called in that case. Sewings
insertion leads also to a recursive call if we are not precisely k-sewing x to some
dart t. Otherwise, the left part of the specication holds on t (see constructor succ l,
Denition 17).
Realizer k:dim x:dart
Fix succ real fsucc real/1 : fmap ! (sumor dart)
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:= m Cases m of
v ) (inright dart)
j (i mi) ) (succ real mi)
j (l (c j z t) ml) )
if (AND DEC k j x z)
then (inleft dart t)
else (succ real ml)
endg
As usual, recursion is translated by a xpoint. The realizer succ real looks like
the one of EXD DEC, though the syntax of the \output values" is a bit hairy because
sumor is more complicated that sumbool. It is parameterized by a Set. We use it
on darts. So its constructors are (inleft dart) with an argument of type dart, and
(inright dart) without argument. They correspond respectively to the left and right
part of the specication. Theorem AND DEC is a little lemma easing the presentation and
the proof of SUCC NOSUCC. It is not surprising since the term (k0 = k ^ x0 = x)
appears in the denition of nosucc.
Theorem AND DEC : 8k; k0:dim 8x; x0:dart
fk0=k ^ x0= xg+ f (k0= k ^ x0=x)g
We have now an interesting function at the extraction level yielding successors when
they exist, or the information that they cannot be found. This leads to a basic error
processing scheme by using Caml exceptions in the latter case.
# succ 1 18 m; ;
− : Coq.dart = 2
# succ 0 18 m1; ;
Uncaught exception: Failure("semantic error: 0180 doesn't have
0−succ in '1=17 17=1 3=20 : : : 1-2 3-4 4-3 : : : 1 2 3 : : : 28 29'
during command 'succ (EX SUCC 2)' ")
A one-successor of dart 18 in map m is dart 2, but 18 does not have 0-successors.
We make the system report it plus additional information through a string representing
the working map, with minus signs for 0-sewings, division signs for 1-sewings and
numbers alone for dart insertion. This representation is just a convenient mapping of
the extraction of free maps, thanks to a string parser we do not describe here. It avoids
the chore of writing a litany of constructors and parenthesis. In a more sophisticated
prototype, we could catch exceptions − which is easy in Caml − and thus implement
error recovery.
5.2.2. Predecessors
Strictly speaking, the extraction of the surjectiveness of succ:
Theorem EX SUCC 1 : 8k:dim 8y:dart 8m:fmap
fx:dart j (succ k x m y)g + fnopred k y mg
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denes a new Caml function, called pred. Actually, it is just another view of the same
relation succ for free. This is important. Though a predecessor function is needed when
testing, it is harmful at the axiomatics level because it would lead to over-specication.
After extraction, we have for example, as planned:
# pred 1 2 m; ;
− : Coq.dart = 18
5.2.3. Tails
To be provable, the specication of a tail of a dart z in a free map m must mention
that z exists in m because we have not, rightly, specied what a tail is on the void free
map. Note that it was not the case for the extraction of successors owing to nosucc.
Moreover, m has to be well-formed because the recursive calls in tl will stop, on
tl i1, only for quasi-maps. So, we write:
Theorem EX TL 2 : 8k:dim 8m:qmap 8z:dart
(exd z m)!fz0:dart j (tl k m z z0)g
This theorem is useful in proof mode, but its extraction is unsafe in prototyping. Indeed,
as logical parts are forgotten in the extraction process, (exd z m) will disappear. The
function thus obtained, of type dim!fmap!dart!dart, would lead to unpredictable
result when applied on darts not belonging to m. Besides, since quasi-maps extract into
free maps, well-formedness cannot be checked. We prefer the following equivalent
form, safer and more accurate when the tail cannot be found: for all dimension k, map
m and dart z, either there exists a dart z0 k-tail of z or z does not exist in m or m is
not well-formed.
Theorem EX TL 2 : 8k:dim 8m:fmap 8z:dart
fz0:dart j (tl k m z z0)g +
(f(exd z m)g + f(wf m)g)
Since this theorem and others { like for example the functionality of tails { are formally
proved at the proof level, the extracted Caml function tl is bound to provide a dart that
is the tail of a dart belonging to a well-formed map. We do not present the realization,
but just indicate that a pattern-matching on m is done with a xpoint, decidability
results for dimension and darts are used and a careful analysis of the reason for which
a tail is not found { namely some dart does not exist or ill-formedness { is performed.
In Fig. 2, the 1-tail of 18 is 3, but 30 does not have tails because it does not exist
in m, and 3 does not have tails in free map \2-1 4-3 1/4 2/3 1 3 4 5" because it
is not well-formed, for 2 has not been inserted:
# tl 1 m 18; ;
- : Coq.dart = 3
# tl 1 m 30; ;
Uncaught exception: Failure("semantic error:
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`30' doesn't exist in
`1/17 17/1 3/20 : : : 1-2 3-4 4-30 : : : 1 2 3 : : : 28 290
during command `tl (EX−TL−2)0 ")
# tl 1 "2-1 4-3 1/4 2/3 1 3 4 5" 3; ;
Uncaught exception: Failure("semantic error:
`2-1 4-3 1/4 2/3 1 3 4 50 is ill-formed
during command `tl (EX−TL−2)0")
Note that though we have a better extraction than the rst naive form of EX−TL−2,
it is not completely safe and may fail to warn of the ill-formedness. For instance, if 1
is 1-sewn twice:
# tl 1 "2-1 4-3 1/4 1/2 2/3 1 2 3 4 5" 3; ;
- : Coq.dart = 1
Nevertheless, these pathological cases would not occur within an interactive graphical
interface where well-formedness could be ensured by construction.
5.2.4. Csuccessors
Relation csucc relying on succ and tl, all the work was done in the previous
sections. Thus, EX−CSUCC−2 is stated, proved and extracted like EX−TL−2, giving the
Caml function csucc:
# csucc 1 m 18; ;
- : Coq.dart = 2
# nosucc 1 2 m; ; csucc 1 m 2; ;
- : bool = true
- : Coq.dart = 3
A completed predecessor function is obtained alike.
5.3. Conclusion
We now own a useful set of Caml functions making a real prototype. Execution
response times are acceptable on our example with 29 darts and 41 sewings in Fig. 2.
The complexity of an extracted function mirrors the complexity of the corresponding
realization, but we do not begin a formal study because it is not the point when
prototyping. Nevertheless, a practical evaluation has been undertaken.3 The following
diagram shows the execution response times of several extractions as a function of
copies of m. The y-axis is labeled in seconds. The x-axis is labeled w.r.t. m: 1 stands
for m, 2 stands for twice m { with adequate renaming { and so on. So 15 stands for
a map with 435 darts and 615 sewings, copying 15 times m. The down-side triangles
curve accounts for wf, the diamond for 10 times (exd 18), (succ 1 18), (csucc 1
18), (tl 1 18), (nosucc 1 2) or (csucc 1 2).
3 On a SUN workstation (sparc 10) with 128 M of RAM.
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Fig. 8. Response times of extractions.
For functional programs obtained from extraction, quite an unusual programming
method, the execution response times are surprisingly low. Testing the well-formedness
of a mid-size like 5 times m does not spend more than a second, and observing it with
our selectors is immediate. Besides, with an interactive graphical interface, the well-
formedness would take no time if veried step-by-step along the building process,
which is desirable.
Another great advantage for using prototypes extracted from formal proofs is that
tricky particular cases can be rubbed down (e.g. Fig. 7). Besides, because of totality,
we have the insurance to get a result, moreover sound w.r.t. the structural properties
we have proved so far.
Let us come back to our axiomatics, with the computation of the combinatorial
characteristics of a map.
6. Combinatorial characteristics
The main characteristics are Euler’s characteristic and the genus. Since they are a
linear combination of the number of darts, vertices, edges, faces and components, we
must nd out how to enumerate them. Counting darts inductively is trivial and can be
done with a xpoint:
Denition 22. The recursive function from free maps to integers computing the number
of darts is null on the void free map, incremented when inserting darts, not changed
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when inserting sewings:
Fixpoint nd [m: fmap] : Z
: = Cases m of
v) 0
∣
∣
∣
∣
(i-mi)) (nd mi)+1
(i-m1)) (nd ml)
end
Keyword Fixpoint denes a recursive function whose argument between square brack-
ets { the recursive variable { must decrease, since recursive functions in Gallina always
terminate. We reuse the Coq library on integers, denoted Z, with natural syntax between
anti-quotes. Though always positive, characteristics are computed with integers instead
of naturals because we want to be able to permute freely successor and predecessor
of integers, which is not always possible on whole numbers. This greatly simplies
proofs.
Computing the number of vertices, edges, faces or components is not more compli-
cated: we just have to count the (quasi-)equivalence classes w.r.t. the reexive, (sym-
metric) and transitive closure of (Wsucc one), (Wsucc zero), (Wsucc one m) 1 
(Wsucc zero m), and (Wsucc zero) _ (Wsucc one), respectively. There are none
in the void free map. Inserting a dart makes their number increase by 1. Relating darts
from disjoint classes decreases them. On the contrary, relating darts belonging to the
same class does not modify them because they have already been taken into account.
The core of this census is thus to decide whether two darts are related or not. That
is, the above closures must be proved decidable. The proof aborts on the constructor
crt−trans (Denition 7), with an unprovable subgoal. Hence, we have rst to dene
from scratch the relations \there exists a path of one-sewings", \there exists a path of
zero-sewings", \there exists a path of zero-sewing immediately followed by a one-
sewing traveled through clockwise", \there exists a path { not necessarily oriented {
of zero or one-sewings" and to prove they are the desired closures.
For once, enumerating is not done through an inductive denition. Indeed, the dif-
culty lies in the specication of the relations described above, not in the recursive
fonctions using them. More advantageously, we use xpoints: they are directly ex-
tractable and save us extra theorems of functionality and totality.
6.1. Number of vertices or edges
As vertices and edges are two specializations of the same mathematical concept {
namely j-orbits, respectively at dimension 1 and 0 { we easily generalize the cor-
responding relations in \ there exists a path of j-sewings" by parameterizing j. So
we are inductively wondering if there exists a path of j-sewings from a dart to an-
other. First, there does exist one from some dart just inserted to itself: the empty path
(expve−i1). Second, if a path of j-sewings exists, inserting darts or sewings does
not change anything (expve−i2, expve−l'). Third, inserting sewings makes paths
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Fig. 9. Growing of paths when one-sewing x to y.
grow (expve−l). Indeed, if there exists a path of j-sewings from dart z to dart x
and another one from dart y to dart t, then there exists a path from z to t when x is
j-sewn to y. We illustrate this phenomenon for j equal to one (Fig. 9).
Denition 23 (Existence of j-path).
Inductive expve [j: dim] : fmap! (relation dart)
:= expve−i1 : 8d:dart 8m:fmap
(expve j (i d m) d d)
j expve−i2 : 8z,t,d:dart 8m:fmap
(expve j m z t)!
(expve j (i d m) z t)
j expve−1 : 8z,t,x,y:dart 8m:fmap
(expve j m z x)! (expve j m y t)!
(expve j (l (c j x y) m) z t)
j expve−l0 : 8z,t:dart 8s:sw 8m:fmap
(expve j m z t)!
(expve j (l s m) z t)
Relation expve is proved reexive and transitive. Moreover, for all dimension k and
quasi-map m, (Wsucc k m) is { obviously, though the proof is not that trivial { in-
cluded in (expve k m).
Theorem 7. For all dimension k and free map m; (expve k m) is included in the
reexive and transitive closure of (csucc k) applied on m:
Theorem EXPVE−CRTSUCC : 8k:dim 8m:fmap
(included (expve k m)
((clos−ref−trans (Wsucc k) ) m) )
Proof. Induction on m.
Conversely:
Theorem CRTSUCC−EXPVE : 8k:dim 8m:qmap
(included ? qmap (clos−ref−trans (Wsucc k)m)
(expve k m))
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Proof. Inclusion of succ in expve, reexivity and transitivity of expve.
The proof of the rst theorem needs two lemmas expressing that for all fmap!
(relation dart) R such that (R m) is included in (R (i d m)) (resp. (R (l s m))),
the reexive and transitive closure of R { applied on a free map m { is included in itself
applied on (i d m) (resp. (l s m)). R has been abstracted because these lemmas
will be used for the faces. In the second theorem, quasi-maps are explicitly mentioned,
otherwise clos−ref−trans would take free maps, and the result would not be prov-
able since the inclusion of Wsucc in expve requires quasi-maps. Coq automatically
infers that ? stands for dart. Finally, expve is proved substractive, which allows us
to consider quasi-equivalence classes.
Two specializations of expve can be dened by instantiating the dimension parame-
ter. We thus obtain two new relations of type fmap! (relation dart): the existence
of one-paths, denoted expv, and the existence of zero-paths, denoted expe. Still on
Fig. 2, we can verify for instance that there is a one-path from 3 to 18 whereas there
is no such path from 18 to 3:
# expv m 3 18; ;
- : bool = true
# expv m 18 3; ;
- : bool = false
Remark. As expv is a projection of expve, the proof of EXPV−DEC from which the
above Caml function expv is extracted, is the projection of the proof of EXPVE−DEC
at the dimension one.
We can know enumerate vertices. Following the introduction of Section 6, we get:
Denition 24 (Number of vertices).
Fixpoint nv[m: fmap] : Z
: = Cases m of
V) 0
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
(i−mi)) (nv mi)+1
(l (c zero−−) m0)) (nv m0)
(l (c one x y) ml))
Cases (EXPV−DEC y x ml) of
(left− )) (nv ml)
j (right− )) (nv ml)-1
end
end
Note the case analysis on EXPV−DEC, the decidability result for expv. For already
mentioned reasons, nv is stated with \fg+fg", whose constructors are left and right.
Execution time can be reduced if we realize that it is useless to call on EXPV−DEC
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when y is equal to x. Indeed, we do know then that there exists a one-path since expv
is reexive. This is one of the great features of formal program development: though
an important modication has been made, we do need to bother with the correctness of
the extraction. Indeed, owing to the underlying axiomatics and its mechanically proved
theorems, we are convinced of the legitimacy of this modication. We thus replace the
second Cases by
Cases (EQ−DART−DEC y x) of
(left−)) (nv ml)
j (right−)) Cases (EXPV−DEC y x ml) of
(left−)) (nv ml)
j (right−)) (nv m1) -1
end
end
Fixpoint ne, of type fmap! Z, is dened alike. Our new functions can be directly
extracted, and experimented:
# ne m; ;
- : nat = 16
# nv m; ;
- : nat = 11
6.2. Number of components
We just have to transform the relation \there exists a path from dart x to dart
y" in \x is equivalent to y", from the point of view of the notion of component".
It suces to symmetrize expve. Constructors applying to the same dart arguments,
like expve−i2 or expve−l0(eqc−i2, eqc−l0), are not modied: the symmetry is
transparently taken into account in the recursive call. Already symmetrical constructors,
like expve−i1, are kept as well (eqc−i1). The denition must only be completed
with a symmetrical version of the constructors applying to dierent dart arguments,
like expve−l (eqc−ls).
Denition 25 (Components).
Inductive eqc : fmap! (relation dart)
:= eqc−i1 : 8d:dart 8m:fmap
(eqc (i d m) d d)
j eqc−i2 : 8z,t,d:dart 8m:fmap
(eqc m z t)!
(eqc (i d m) z t)
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j eqc−l : 8k:dim 8z,t,x,y:dart 8m:fmap
(eqc m z x)! (eqc m y t)!
(eqc (l (c k x y) m) z t)
j eqc−ls : 8k:dim 8z,t,x,y:dart 8m:fmap
(eqc m z x)! (eqc m y t )!
(eqc (l (c k x y) m) t z )
Like expve, eqc is reexive and transitive. As expected, it is proved symmetrical on
free maps. Moreover, it contains (Wsucc zero m) _ (Wsucc one m) for all quasi-
map m, and is its reexive, symmetric and transitive closure.
Remark. Because its constructors are symmetrical, the symmetry of eqc would have
necessarily come out, as a lemma of some future theorem. Conversely, it can be asserted
we will never have to prove the symmetry of expve because its constructors have not
been symmetrized.
The denition of the number of the components ensues, built the same way as nv.
The symmetry of eqc, required at the proof level for the correctness of the axiomatics,
is a serious drawback at the extraction level: response times increase drastically to the
point where the prototype can no longer be considered as interactive. This will have
to be improved.
6.3. Number of faces
The notion of face is ticklish; this is the core of the planarity issue in Euler’s formula.
We save it for geometric modelling aesthetes [35]. Let us just indicate that it is based
as usual on the notion of path (here along faces), denoted expf and of type fmap!
(relation dart). It is reexive, transitive, contains (Wsucc one m) 1  (Wsucc
zero m) for any free map m and is its reexive and transitive closure. Finally, it
is proved substractive. Unfortunately, the decidability result for expf required to make
our xpoint denition is wrong on free maps because its proof needs the injective-
ness of succ, holding on quasi-maps. But due to a limitation of Coq, xpointing on
quasi-maps is impossible. So we fall back on an inductive construction, of type fmap
! Z! Prop , denoted nf. Since it is not a xpoint, it must be accompanied by a
theorem of existence:
Theorem 8. There exists an integer number of faces:
Theorem EX−NF : 8m : qmap
fn:Z j (nf m n)g
A Caml function can be obtained by extraction of this result. We prove moreover
that nf is a function, so we can write for quasi-maps \the number of faces" instead of
\a number of faces". The same remark as for eqc and nc about response times can
be done.
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Fig. 10. Dart insertion in a free map (dotted lines) and its completion (bold lines).
6.4. Conclusion
Finally, here are several properties making the relationships between the existence
of paths and the other observers clearer. Heads are reached by following vertices or
edges, in reverse order for tails, i.e. hd (resp. tl) is included in expve (resp. in its
inverse). The converse is true on bounds. Darts belonging to some face are in the same
component, i.e. expf is included in eqc.
We now know how to enumerate the number of dars, vertices, edges, compo-
nents and faces on incomplete maps. Unfortunately, the latter has to be expressed
on combinatorial maps in Euler’s characteristic (Denition 11). As noticed in Sec-
tion 6.3, this cannot be directly done. Besides, there is no evident relation between the
number of faces on quasi-maps and the number of faces on combinatorial maps. The
next section is thus devoted to a relation yielding combinatorial maps. Then, we could
safely count faces on the right objects.
7. Closing maps
We present an inductive denition completing maps by adding sewings where they
lack, and show why sewings deletion, i.e. a new generator, is required.
7.1. Overview
The completion of the void free map is itself. When inserting a dart d in a free map
m, the completion is easily obtained by adding d and the sewings (c zero d d) and
(c one d d) in the completion of mc of m (Fig. 10).
There are two cases for the insertion of sewings. If darts x and y are in the same
vertex or edge, the completion when inserting (c k x y) is straightforward. Indeed,
there is nothing to do since we are precisely closing an incomplete orbit. Otherwise,
the completion is impossible without ripping, as shown in Fig. 11 where we are k-
sewing x, whose k-tail is x0, to y, whose k-head is y1, in m (top left). As we want
an inductive denition, we are bound to express the completion of (l (c k x y) m)
w.r.t. the completion mc of m. We just have to rip (c k x x0) and (c k y1 y) in
order to make the proper sewings, namely (c k y1 x0) and (c k x y).
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Fig. 11. Sewing insertion in free maps (dotted lines) and completion (bold lines).
7.2. Ripping sewings
There is no diculty about ripping sewings in a free map: just build another free
map, leaving out the sewing to be ripped when it occurs (rip l); apply recursion in
the other cases (rip i, rip l0).
Denition 26 (Ripping).
Inductive rip [s: sw] : fmap! fmap! Prop
: = rip−i : 8d:dart 8m, m0: fmap
(rip s m m0 )!
(rip s (i d m) (i d m0))
j rip−l : 8m:fmap
(rip s (l s m) m)
j rip−l0 : 8s0: sw 8m,m0:fmap
(rip s m m0)!  s0=s!
(rip s (l s0 m) (l s0 m0))
Free map m0 such that (rip s m m0) is called a s-ripped of m.
For example, in Fig. 2, darts 7 and 12 are no longer in the same component if
sewing (c zero 5 6) is ripped, owing to the extraction of the decidability of rip:
# eqc m 7 12; ;
- : bool = true
# eqc (rip "5-6" m) 7 12; ;
- : bool = false
Object rip is a generator. As noticed in Section 2.2, the selectors we have dened so
far have to be applied to the free maps so generated. This leads to a rst group of direct
compatibility results stating the behavior of the selectors when ripping sewings. They
look like constructors in inductive denitions. The converse compatibility theorems
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inhabit the second group. They are analogous to inversion theorems. The proofs in the
rst group are usually more complicated. Let us start with the ones holding on free
maps.
7.3. Ripping sewings on free maps { properties
Theorem 9 (Compatibility of rip with exd).
Theorem RIP EXD RIP : 8d:dart 8s:sw
(compatible (exd d) (rip s))
Proof. Direct: induction on (exd d m), decidability of the sewing equality. Converse:
induction on m, exd inversion theorems.
On free maps, for the non-existence of successors, only the direct compatibility can
be proved. Successors are compatible with rip, with an evident restriction for the
direct compatibility:
Theorem 10 (Compatibility of rip with succ).
Theorem RIP SUCC : 8k: dim 8x,y:dart 8s:sw
8m,m0: fmap
(succ k x m y)!  s = (c k x y)! (rip s m m0) !
(succ k x m0 y)
Proof. Induction on (succ k x m y), sw equality decidability.
Conversely; if a k-successor of x in a s-ripped of m is y; then so is it in m.
Proof. Induction on m, succ inversion theorems.
Unlike succ, only the converse compatibility can be proved for eqc and expf.
These theorems constitute the smallest pool of results one can demand to capture
the concept of ripping. Any other property we can think of require to move to the next
level, namely the quasi-maps. For instance, the converse compatibility of eqc cannot
be proved on free maps.
7.4. Ripping sewings on quasi-maps { properties
First of all, for all sewing s and quasi-map m, the s-ripped of m is well-formed.
We are now able to prove the direct compatibility results announced in the previous
section. They are quite complicated to state. The trick is to place oneself on the reverse
position. We want to describe say the behavior of eqc when ripping a sewing s in
a quasi-map m. We just have to wonder what circumstances in m without s make
(eqc m z t) true. Since m can be viewed as m0 plus s, where (rip s m m0), those
circumstances are exactly the ones of the inversion theorem of eqc for the insertion of
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Fig. 12. (c k x y)-ripping of a component.
sewings. Recall inversion theorems express the behavior of a selector when reverting
the sense of the arrows in inductive predicates. So we look at the constructors of eqc
and get:
Theorem 11 (Inverting components). For all dimension k; darts z; t; x; y and free
map m; if z is equivalent to t in (l (c k x y) m); then; in m; z is equivalent to x
and y to t; or t is equivalent to x and y to z; or z is equivalent to t:
Theorem EQCL INV : 8k:dim 8z,t,x,y:dart 8m:fmap
(eqc (l (c k x y) m) z t)!
(eqc m z x) ^ (eqc m y t)_
(eqc m t x) ^ (eqc m y z)_
(eqc m z t)
For ripping, this translates into (Fig. 12):
Theorem 12 (Ripping and component).
Theorem RIP EQC :
8k: dim 8z,t,x,y:dart 8m:qmap 8m0: fmap
(eqc m z t)! (rip (c k x y) m m0)!
(eqc m0 z x) ^ (eqc m0 y t)_
(eqc m0 t x) ^ (eqc m0 y z)_
(eqc m0 z t)
Proof. Induction on (eqc (support m) z t).
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Using the same method, we prove the direct compatibility result for expf
(RIP EXPF) and nf (RIP NF). The latter is a central argument in the proof of Euler’s
formula. These theorems are really awful! The proof of RIP EQC is already 117 lines
long, one line containing at least one tactic and representing a signicant inference.
Then, RIP EXPF is twice as long and RIP NF, which heavily relies on RIP EXPF, ex-
ceeds 800 lines. Fortunately, a lot of intermediary cases are analogous, and \proved
by copy-paste". Splitting these huge proofs in manageable chunks making lemmas is
not that easy but writing our own tactics could probably help to handle them more or
less automatically.
7.5. Closing maps
Knowing how to rip sewings, inductively closing free maps is easy. Recall how the
insertion of d was treated in Fig. 10, just adding sewings to make d point on itself
(clo i). Constructor clo lex (resp. clo lnex) handles the case where x and y are
(resp. are not, see Fig. 11) in the same vertex or edge.
Denition 27 (Closing).
Inductive clo: fmap! fmap! Prop
:= clo v: (clo v v)
j clo i : 8m, mc: fmap 8d: dart
(clo m mc)!
(clo (i d m)
(l (c one d d)
(l (c zero d d) (i d m c))))
j clo lex : 8m, mc:fmap 8k:dim 8x,y:dart
(clo m mc)! (expve k y x m)!
(clo (l (c k x y) m) mc)
j clo lnex: 8m,mc,m1,m2: fmap 8k: dim 8x,x0,y,y1:dart
(clo m mc)!  (expve k y x m)!
(hd k y m y1)! (tl k x m x0)!
(rip (c k y1 y) mc m2)!
(rip (c k x x0) m2 m1)!
(clo (l (c k x y) m)
(l (c k y1 x0) (l (c k x y) m1)))
On quasi-maps, we obtain a total function, i.e. an application. Like rip, clo is a
generator, so we have to study the behavior of our selectors. The existence of darts
behaves as expected, i.e. is compatible: if a dart exists in a free map, so does it
in its closing and the converse is true. The non-existence of successors is clearly
not compatible with clo since it can be shown that every dart has a successor in
a completed map: its tail. Relation succ is direct compatible. Then, we can arm
the well-formedness of the closings. Closing does what we expect, making succ
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total and surjective on closings, when it was just an injective function on quasi-maps
(Theorem 6).
Remark. The proof of these theorems are very short, does not perform induction but
only uses the corresponding result on csucc, the completion of succ. This gives us
the intuitive feeling that applying completed selectors on quasi-maps (observational
approach) or applying raw selectors on their closings (constructive approach) must be
exactly the same. Indeed, we have:
Theorem 13 (Closing and completing).
Theorem CLO CSUCC SUCC : 8k:dim 8m:qmap 8mc:fmap
(clo m mc)!
(included (csucc k mc) (Wsucc k mc))
Proof. Compatibility of succ and nosucc.
Claim 1 (Completing and closing). Conversely:
Theorem CLO SUCC CSUCC : 8k:dim 8m:qmap 8mc:fmap
(clo m mc)!
(included (Wsucc k mc) (csucc k mc))
So observational and constructive approach are equivalent. Through lack of time, we
have not completely worked out the proof of the claim. It does not appear to be more
dicult than the one of CLO CSUCC SUCC. Then, the concluding remark of Section 4.4
applies as well to closing.
7.6. Conclusion
We have shown how to close quasi-maps owing to the ripping of sewings. This has
led to long and complex proofs. The reward is that we can inductively compute the
number of faces on combinatorial maps. With the theorems and the specications of
the combinatorial characteristics of the previous section, we own now everything to
cope with Euler’s formula and planarity.
8. Planarity criterion and Euler's formula
The aim of this section is to express the conditions under which the construction
of a map from the void free map by insertion of darts and sewing is planar. Then,
we will have to prove that building such a map does not violate Euler’s formula
(Section 3.2). Following Denition 12, we have
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Denition 28 (Planar map).
Definition planar : fmap! Prop
:= m:fmap
8mc:fmap 8fn: Z
(clo m mc)! (nf mc fn)!
2 (nc m) + (nd m) = (nv m) + (ne m) + fn
Recall that the number of faces must be computed on closed quasi-maps
(Section 6.3) and that the syntax is dierent from the one of the other characteris-
tics because nf is not a xpoint, but an inductive predicate.
8.1. Planarity criterion
First of all, a systematic combinatorial analysis of the variation of the characteristics,
exposed in [35], is undertaken. It relies heavily on expf inversion theorems, on the fact
that expf is an equivalence relation on completed quasi-maps { especially the symme-
try (not yet proved). The planarity criterion so obtained is very compact, and reads:
(expf mc x y0), when one-sewing x to y in the same component when there is no
path of one-sewing from y to x. Dart y0 is the zero-predecessor of x in mc. The
criterion is exactly the same at dimension zero, but from y0 { the one-predecessor of
x { to x. When there is a path of k-sewing from y to x or when x and y are not
in the same component, the criterion is trivial. An inductive relation of type fmap !
Prop denoted ws (\well-sewnness") describes these various congurations.
We have pointed out supra that the cleaning up of the planarity criterion, and there-
fore the proof of Euler’s formula, requires that expf is an equivalence relation on
combinatorial maps. We have proved it is reexive and transitive. We address now the
problem of the symmetry on combinatorial maps. The reason for not directly den-
ing it symmetrical on free maps, in the same way as eqc, is that symmetry induces
complex and hard to manage proofs, with a number of subgoals increasing quicker
than the user’s skill. The rule of thumb is: even if a concept is symmetrical, never
symmetrize the relation translating it unless being absolutely sure it cannot be avoided,
as for instance with eqc. Then, in the process of the axiomatization, the property of
symmetry might be required for some particular case, like expf on the combinatorial
maps, or not, like expve.
8.2. Symmetry of paths along faces on combinatorial maps
Relation expf is denitely a nuisance, as the length of the compatibility of expf
and nf with rip has testied. Proving its symmetry is far worse: there are two sewings
and two rippings in a closing, so the complicated denition of expf must be inverted
twice and the theorem of the compatibility of expf with rip must be used twice
as well, each time with three possible choices since there are two disjunctions in its
conclusion, also to be inverted, and so on. This leads to an explosion of the number
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Fig. 13. Observational existence of path along faces.
of cases and to a huge proof, impossible to handle. So a direct proof of the symmetry
is unacceptable.
We apply an alternate observational method we believe extremely fruitful and gen-
eral. Most of the diculties mentioned above come from the induction variable. The
idea, quite natural in mathematics, is to make an induction on another variable, namely
here the length of the paths along faces [40]. The current version of expf does not
support that notion, so we have to build another equivalent denition introducing it:
Denition 29 (Observational faces). If a dart exists in a map, then the existence of a
path along faces from this dart to itself can be observed: the empty path (expfO ref).
If the existence of a n steps long path along faces from x to t is observed, then the
existence of a path from y0 { a zero-predecessor of a one-successor y of x { to t,
can be observed (Fig. 13 left, expfO lx) . Idem for paths ending in y0 (Fig. 13 right,
expfO ly):
Inductive expfo [m: fmap] : nat! (relation dart)
:= expfO ref : 8z: dart
(exd z m)! (expfO m O z z)
j expfO lx : 8x,y,y0; t:dart 8n: nat
(succ zero y0 m y)! (succ one x m y)!
 x=y0 ! (expfO m n x t)!
(expfO m (S n) y0 t)
j expfO ly : 8x,y,y0; z:dart 8n: nat
(succ zero y0 m y)! (succ one x m y)!
 y0=x! (expfO m n z y0)!
(expfO m (S n) z x)
New paths are one step longer because we consider one step stands for two sewings,
a zero-sewing followed by a one-sewing travelled through clockwise. Note the neat-
ness of expfO, in opposition to expf: expfO ref is simple and short, expfO lx and
expfO ly contain only one recursive call instead of two, there are three constructors
against ve in expf. These are good news for proofs.
We have easily that expfO implies expf. Naturally, the converse requires the re-
exivity, immediate, and the transitivity, proved by double induction, of expfO. But
quite unexpectedly, two lemmas expressing the behaviour of expfO when inserting
darts or sewings, are needed. In fact, it is not surprising. They are the constructive
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counterpart of the observational constructors of expfO. We present the one concerning
sewing:
Theorem 14 (Sewing observational path along faces).
Theorem EXPFO EXPFO L : 8k:dim 8x,y,z,t:dart
8m:fmap 8n: nat
(wf (l (c k x y) m))! (expfO m n z t)!
(expfO (l (c k x y) m) n z t)
Proof. Induction on (expfO m n z t).
The symmetry of expfO on closings is now provable in a few lines by induction on
the number of steps, as soon as the following unsuspected lemma holds:
Theorem 15 (Symmetry of 1-step path along faces).
Theorem CLO EXPF SYM 1 : 8m:qmap 8z,t,t0:dart
8mc:fmap
(clo m mc)! (succ zero t0 mc t)! (succ one z mc t)!
(expf mc z t0)
Proof. Induction on (support m).
Again, this is an intrusion of constructivism in our observational land. Nevertheless,
it would have shown up anyway, even in a pure constructive approach. It corresponds
here to a case not reachable by induction, since there is no number of steps to induce
on. It illustrates the fact that two symmetrical paths do not necessarily contain the same
number of steps. Its proof is long, more than 1300 lines, because of the inversions
of the two sewings and the two rippings appearing in the closing. Fortunately, it is
quite redundant, and large parts can be copied with just a careful renaming and a
few permutations of variables. Again, user-dened tactics would probably simplify the
proof. Note that an estimate and a few preliminary trials of the direct approach rejected
supra have given a lot more than 1300 lines.
At last, we have the symmetry of expfO on closings, whose a corollary is the symme-
try of expf on closings. Relation expf is thus an equivalence relation on combinatorial
maps, as promised, and we can now validate our planarity criterion by proving Euler’s
formula.
8.3. Euler’s formula
Theorem 16. For all quasi-map m; if m is well-sewn; then it is planar.
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Proof. Induction on (ws m), most of results proved so far, mainly expf symmetry.
The proof is rather long but quite redundant, since the interesting case (sewing from x
to y not in the same orbit but in the same component) is examined twice, at dimensions
zero and one. Because doing formal proofs is too much time consuming, the converse
{ which anyway is not needed for subsequent developments of our axiomatics { has
not been completely veried. We are nevertheless convinced that we can prove it. For
the same reasons, the theorem of the genus has not been investigated yet. But from
the proof of Euler’s formula, we know very precisely the variation of the number of
faces: for example, when one-sewing x to y in the same component of a free map m
when there is no path of one-sewings from y to x, it is equal to +1 if there exists a
path along faces from x to y0, a zero-predecessor of y, −1 otherwise. In other words,
and this is in itself an important and interesting result, when building a map; the genus
may only increase. That is, it is either constant in the planar cases or incremented by
one in the non-planar cases. The theorem of the genus is an easy corollary of this
result, by induction on m:
Claim 2 (Theorem of the genus). For all quasi-map m;  is even and g is greater or
equal than 0:
Theorem GENUS : 8m:qmap
(8 mc j (clo m mc) ^ (8 fn j (nf mc fn) ^ (9 k j
(nv m) + (ne m) + fn =2 k + (nd m)^
(nv m) + (ne m) + fn62 (nc m) + (nd m))))
On the other hand, we have just terminated the axiomatization of rings of sewings
and the proof of a discrete Jordan’s theorem. These ultimate results make the axiom-
atization of the notion of planarity on combinatorial maps coherent and complete, and
put an end to the presentation of our axiomatics.
9. Methodology
We propose now a methodology of specication. We believe this methodology able
to describe the components of a system by a correct, consistent and complete axiomati-
zation. Most of the claims we make here can be illustrated by our practical experiments
and thus are cross-referred. The others are more intuitive; they result from the expe-
rience we gained during 3 years of a nearly everyday practice of specication, proof
and extraction.
A hierarchy of specications ... Globally, the problem must be thought in terms of
a formal specication of nested data types. This hierarchical point of view leads to
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a clear, modular, non-redundant and less conceptual error-prone axiomatics; improves
readability, communicability and easy maintenance; eases specications by structuring
concepts as inner or outer (Section 4).
... and proofs ... It simplies proofs because developments on a layer are self-contained
(Section 4.2.5).
... more and more specic. Such a structure must be simple and very general at the top
to become more complicated and domain-specic at the bottom. With respect to the
domain studied, it is unsound at the top to become sound at the bottom, meeting
the requirements of the mathematical model. The objects handled are incomplete at the
top and complete at the bottom. The operations used are partial at the top and total at
the bottom. Intermediary objects and operations linking these two ends must not be ne-
glected. They express very precisely the operational semantics, giving some dynamism
to a more static view. Let us describe a typical three-stage hierarchy.
9.1. First stage
Specications (constructors) ... Since we are at the top of the hierarchy, the con-
structors should be simple, without any constraint or precondition. Too high level
operations are not desirable. The constructors should not be breakable; atomicity is
required (Section 4.2.1). This stage is crucial because it is the foundation stone on
which the whole hierarchy stands.
... and theorems (constructors). These new types must be accompanied with inner
decidability results. Indeed, because some proofs bring in several objects, the ability
to decide whether they are equal or not has to be established, as in the decidability of
the equality of sewings.
Specications (selectors) .... They are dened, as relations, inductively. Though some
could be recursively specied as functions { owing to xpoints { inductive denitions
are preferred because they are easier to set up, comment, read, use and maintain,
thanks to the \smallest set" property. Relations are more adequate to axiomatics, func-
tions should be reserved to prototyping (Section 4.2.2). Sometimes, for example when
counting (Section 6), we do not intend to prove structural properties. In this case,
xpoints can be used instead of inductive denitions like in the computation of the
number of darts (Denition 22). Specifying the selectors is the second important task
because they are involved in the process of internal and external validation through
theorems.
Parameterization should be used whenever possible, because it leads to stronger ax-
iomatizations (Denition 16). On the contrary, symmetrization should not as explained
in Section 6.3 about the existence of paths along faces. Even if a concept is symmet-
rical, the relation translating it should never been symmetrized unless being absolutely
sure it cannot be avoided, because it induces complex and hard to manage proofs. The
symmetry should just be proved in due course, when it is necessary.
Complementary selectors, like the non-existence of successors (Denition 16) and the
fact that the successor of some dart is some other dart (Denition 17) are often needed
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to increase the descriptive power of the axiomatics. To avoid overlapping, one should
be expressed using negation whereas the other should provide a positive information.
Inner theorems making their relationships clear must be provided (Theorems 3 and 4).
... and theorems (selectors). For each selector, two bunches of inner results have
to be presented. The rst one groups the inversion theorems (Section 4.2.2). They
are certainly the most used because they step in as soon as some property involv-
ing this selector is to be proved by induction. The complexity of these theorems is
directly proportional to the one of the corresponding denition. It ranges from sim-
ply reverting the arrows in the inversion of exd l to the more complex inversion of
the existence of paths along faces requiring disjonctions, conjonctions and existential
quantiers (inversion of expf when sewing). Some results may hide a theorem of
inversion, like Theorem 12 which computes the number of components when ripping
sewings.
The second bunch gathers theorems of decidability stating that a selector holds or
not, like in the decidability of the existence of darts (Theorem 2). These theorems
are heavily used to perform case analysis in proof mode. This group contains also the
existential results exhibiting objects satisfying properties like the existence of an integer
\number of faces" (Section 6.3). More generally, the decidability theorems are essential
because they correspond to the \if then else" construction in the proofs-as-programs
context (Section 5).
9.2. Extraction and prototyping
Once theorems of decidability have been proved, exploring and experimenting the
axiomatics becomes possible by running tests with a prototype yielded by extraction. To
be able to extract, specications must be informative (Section 5.1). Note that specica-
tions concerning logical properties like, for instance, the functionality of a number of
faces are not since they are only used in proof mode. For a fully detailed methodology,
see Section 5.
Provided suitable theorems are proved, extraction may be investigated at any time
{ but the sooner the better { and should be whenever a new specication unit (con-
structors, selectors and related inner theorems) is introduced.
9.3. Intermediary stage
Specications ... Usually, the types dened above are too large. It is time to make
way downwards in the hierarchy and restrict the domain of interest in order to avoid
undesirable pathological cases. This can be done by dening a predicate of well-
formedness and following a subtyping discipline (Section 4.3.1).
Objects become less general, i.e. more domain-specic and new properties provable.
Those objects may not constitute the achievement of the hierarchy, but intermediary
data types are necessary to get a powerful axiomatics and an accurate feeling of op-
erational semantics. For example, the inductive computation of the number of faces is
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performed on the quasi-maps intermediary level because it is impossible to do so on
the combinatorial level (Section 6.3).
This extends beyond the scope of computer science, e.g. in economics or physics,
and seems to be an underlying principle: to better grasp the evolution of a system, one
has to study more general non-stationary states.
... and theorems. Now, the axiomatics shall ll out by demonstrating outer properties.
They are supposed to meet the requirements of the mathematical model. Their number,
form and relevance should be sucient to convince any well-disposed reader of the
consistency and the completeness of the whole system at this stage. For instance,
it may concern properties of localizedness (Theorem 5), functionality (Theorem 6),
injectiveness, involutiveness, etc.
9.4. Further stages
Specications ... Nevertheless, the axiomatics is still incomplete since the interme-
diary types and operations are partial objects. Depending on the domain, they may be
completed either explicitly or implicitly by completing relations (second paragraph of
Section 3.1). The former method yields eventually the high-level data types, whereas
the latter just provides a high-level way of viewing the intermediary objects through
observers.
... and theorems. This so-called observational approach is often lighter and easier
to bring into operation, but both may be necessary, and outer theorems stating their
equivalence must then be proved (Theorem 13). Again, structural properties meeting
the requirements of the mathematical model must be established, but this time at a
higher level. For instance, functions become applications and are surjective.
9.5. Domain-specic developments
They can only take place once the above theoretical checkings are done, not only
to be convinced of the consistency and the completeness of the axiomatics, but also
because further specications and proofs will sure call on these results. In our case, the
domain-specic developments begin with the computation of the combinatorial charac-
teristics (Section 6) to end in the planarity criterion and Euler’s formula (Section 8).
Note that these sections are interspersed with more technical material like the introduc-
tion of a new generator ripping sewings to be able to close quasi-maps (Section 7), or
the observational digression in order to prove the symmetry of the existence of paths
along faces (Section 8.2). These departure from the main subject sometimes compels to
build from scratch small independent units following the methodology exposed above
and shows that a big monolithic development is not realistic.
The increasing complexity of the concepts in play make inversion theorems compli-
cated (Theorem RIP NF). Hairy inversion theorems induce combinatorial explosions of
the number of subgoals in proofs, which become impossible to handle. As an alternate
method, we propose observational specications (Section 8.2), and proofs still by in-
duction but on the number of steps in which some property holds instead of on the
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type of interest. This approach is fruitful, general and able to channel the constructive
outbursts. However, a plain observational approach is not possible, and constructivism
must intrude (Theorem 14).
10. Conclusions
The goal of the \Axiomatic Methods Group" in Strasbourg is to develop formal
techniques of specication, proof and prototyping in geometric modelling. The stake is
to obtain a general higher-order logical framework able to shelter axiomatizations of
mathematical models of the boundary representation and their validation through test-
ing. We have thus reported our innovative experiment in the proof of archetypal geo-
metric modelling properties never constructively nor rigorously tackled before, through
a hierarchical formal specication of combinatorial maps in the Coq prover. Starting
with free maps without any constraint, we have proceeded with well-formed free maps
or quasi-maps. These are partial objects. The combinatorial maps have been obtained
by completing either quasi-maps or relations. Proofs of consistency and completeness
validating our specications have been undertaken in Coq. Owing to the extraction
process, a realistic prototype has been automatically obtained in Caml, allowing tests
and practical investigations. Then, the combinatorial characteristics have been dened,
the dicult planarity criterion has been set up and a proof of Euler’s formula achieved.
The whole development makes a full-scale case-study with its 232 theorems, 40 def-
initions and more than 10 000 proof lines. The extracted part is much smaller: about
500 lines for the raw extraction and twice as more for the various mapping and error
processing functions.
Geometric modelling issues { like the notion of face, the closing of quasi-maps,
the validation of a planarity criterion through Euler’s formula and a discrete Jordan’s
theorem (not presented here) { as well as technical formal specication problems { like
the handling of ordered sorts within a hierarchy, the cohabitation of objects with their
generalization, the smooth integration of subtypes dened by invariants, the completion
of partial relations or incomplete objects and the use of observationality vs. construc-
tivism to ease proofs of symmetry { have been addressed, not only at the axiomatics
and proof level but also from the prototyping viewpoint. Tactic programming should
be investigated in the future in order to improve proof management.
This has resulted in a methodology of specication, proof and extraction, opening
up new prospects in formal geometric modelling such as revisiting the foundations of
boundary representation with the generalized maps, a model more expressive than the
combinatorial maps. This is one of the most promising and exciting long-range outlook
because it could end in the classication of surfaces [23]. Also, how Kuratowski’s
theorem and our planarity criterion are related are worth studying. The extension of
Euler’s formula to the third dimension is an open problem that could surely benet
from a systematic formalization in the spirit of this paper.
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